




The tracer is based on the assumption
~ that a11that is requtred is knowing
whether the stgnal passes through the
equipment or, if not, where it fatls.

Rectangular or sinusoidal
The unrt provides either a reetangular or
a sinusoidal signal. The former is gen er-
ated by IC2and the latter byT]-T2' Selection
between the two ts with S2b' while S2a se-
lects an appropriate indicator LED.The
outpul. level of the generator 1S set with
P5' Transistor T3 provides a low output

T1,T2 = BC547
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AF SIGNAL
TRACER
Design by K.Feigl

In the design, fault-finding and repairing of
audio equipment several pieces of test

instrument are either required or just down-
right useful. One of these is a signal tracer as
described in this article. It consists of a signal
generator and a processor with which the
injected signal can be detected (and made
audible) at a number of locations in the

equipment on test.

impedance. The test lead of the genera-
tor is connected to K2'
The tracer Idetector seetion is formed

by IC3. whose input is via K3 and whose
level is adjusted by PB.It is a stratghtfor-
ward, standard application of an LM386.
The test stgnal is made audible via a small
louctspeaker, LSI.
Power is denved froma 9-Vmains adap-

tor or battery. The supply line is slabi-
lized by regulator lC].
The sine wave generator consists of

tranststors TI and T2, which switch one
another on and off in turn. Emitter re-
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sistors ~ and RB ensure that this switch-
ing is not abrupt and that the tranststors
do not become saturated. The result ts
that the cdgcs of the signal are not steep
and that the tops of the stgnal are not
chopped off: in other words, a waveform
that is very elose to a sine wave.
The operaurig point of the generator is

set wtth PI- The lower the output level,
the better the waveshape. A good com-
promise is an output level of about 30 mV
(measured with a multimeter in position
a.c.). The distortion ts then fatrly modest.
The frequency ofthe generator, deter-
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Fig, 1. Circuit diagram of the a.f. signal tracer.



TEST & MEASUREMENT

Fig. 2. Printed circuit board lor the a.l. signal tracer.

Fig. 3. Completed printed circuit board.

mined by the values of R5. Rt;. C7 and CS.
is roughly 1kHz.
The rectangular-stgnal generator COlTI-

prtses four Schmitt trigger/inverter stages
and also produces a frequency of 1 kHz.
The stgnal consists of short bursts about
1 s lopngwith a mark:space ratio ofabout
50%. IC2d is the generator proper, whrle
lC2a sets the length of the signal bursts.
Fine adjustrnent ofthe frequency is pro-
vtded by P2 and P3' The outputs of IC2a
and IC2d are combined by IC2c and in-

verted by IC2b' Preset P4 sets the level of
the reetangular stgnal to about thatofthe
sine wave. so that overdrtvtng at switch-
overis obviated.When Sj has been setas
appropnate. the output level ofthe unit
can be set as required with Ps- The sig-
nal ts then available at K2via emrtter [01-
Iower Tj.

Construction
The traocr- is best built on the prtnted cir-

cuit board in Fig. 2. Populating of the
board with reference to Fig. 2 and the
parts list is strarghtforward. Figure 3
shows a correctly completed board.
Tlue type of instrument is, of course,

best housed in an easily held small en-
closure. Suggested front and rear panel
foils are shown in Fig. 6.
Two test leads are needed, and each of

these-may be made from two lengths (about
30 cm = 12 in) of flexible. insulated cir-
cuit wire, terminated at one end Irrte tcst
pins and at the other into a phono plug.
For most purposes, a battery supply

is fln e. The unit draws a current of
30-60 mA. provided that thevolume con-
trol is not set permanently to maximurn
(when the current exceeds 100 mA).

Calibration
Preset Plis intended forsctttng the level/dis-
tortion of the sine wave generator. This is
done as follows: connect a multimeter
(a.c. mV range) to K2. turn P5 to maxi-
mum and set S2 to posttton stne wave,
Adjust PI till the meter reads 30 mV. If
an oscilloscope is avaflable, adjust PI for
minimum distortion at a usable output
voltage (25-35 mV).
Interconnect K2and K3: swttch S2 be-

tween sine wave and reetangular wave
and turn P4 until the two signats sound
equally loud. The tone and length of the
burst may be set to individual taste with
P2 and P3 respectively.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI.R2=180Q
R3 = 1.2 kQ
Rr. R7' Rt; = 1 kQ
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R5' R;; = 1.5 kf!
Rg = 100 kQ
RIO = I MQ
Rll = 330 kQ
RI2 = 2.2 kQ
R13= 10kQ
RI4 = 10 Q

Potentiometers:
PI = 250 Q preset
P, = 500 kQ preset
P3 = 1 MQ preset
P4= 10 kf! preset
P5, P6 = 100 kf! log (16 mm dia)

Capacitors:
CI = 1000 ~F, 10 V {ifmatns adaptor is
used, rating must be 25 V)

C2,C3, C5-C9' C13-C16= 100 nF
C4 = 10 ~F, 10 V, radial
CIO= 10nF
Cll = 1.5 ~LF, MKT (polytheraphtalate)
C12 = 470 nF
C17=47nF
CIS= 100 ~F. 10V. radial

Semiconductors:
01 = IN4001
0, = LEO, 3 mm, yellow
03 = LEO, 3 rnrn, green
TI, T" T3= BC547

Integrated circuits:
ICI= 4805 (7805 tfmams adaptor is used)
IC, = 4093
IC3 = LM386

Miscellaneous:
Mains adaptor socket for board mourtt ~
ing or (9-V) battery holder and clip

K2. K3= phono socket for board
mounttng

SI = SPST switch
S2 = double-pole change-over switch
LSI= loudspeaker, miniature, SQ, 0.25 W
Enclosure, ESM 14/3 (available from
Maplin Electronics)

A.F,SIGNAL TRACER I

J

Fig, 4, General view of the a.t, signal tracer with top panel removed,

Faultfinding
Always start tractng a fault with an inspection of the outside of the equipment.
Often. the fault lies in the matns cable or in the matns fuse.
On the inside of the untt, look for visible damage: burnt wiring, blackened re-

ststors and leaking eleetrolytie capacitors qutckly point 10 a likely souree of the
faüure. If nothing untoward is visible, check far short or open circuits, starting
with the power supply. With the aid of a multimeter, look for defect fuses. or a pos-
sible short crrcutt ofthe collector-ernltter junction ofpower transrstors.
lf these checke do not point to a likely fault. a signal trace should be carrted

out. Swtrch on the equipment (it is assumed that the power supply is OK)and in-
ject a eignal fram the tracer into one of the equipment Inputs. NE\.'t, usmg the
tracer, try to follow the signal from Input to output. Where the stgnal falls to be
detected is the souree of the defect. Ir, for example. the signal ts present at the
input of an operational amphfier or transistor and not at its output, the device is
alrnost eertainly the culprit. It may still take some time (and cause afew headaches)
before the ultimate reason for the defect ls found,

.~ _e_ .. +8... 12V

EB EB EB SIGNAL TRACER

,

POWER <:
EB EB 0 0 EB EB

SIGNAL TRACER JUUL AvJUUL -o-VOLUME~
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Fig, 6, Suggested front and rear panel layouts for the a.t. signal tracer.
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Preset PI is intended forsetting the level/dis-
tortion of the sine wave generator. This is
done as follows: connect a multimeter
(a.c. mV range) to K2, turn P5 to maxi-
mum and set S2 to position sine wave.
Adjust PI till the meter reads 30 mV. If
an oscilloscope is available, adjust PI for
minimum distortion at a usable output
voltage (25-35 mV).

-----.--- ----- --Interconnect-Kzand-K3;-switch-Szbe-.:----
verted by IC2b'Preset P4 sets the level of tween sine wave and reetangular wave
the reetangular stgnal to about thatofthe and turn P4 until the two signals sound
sine wave, so that overdriving at switch- equally loud. The tone and length of the
overis obviated. When S2has been set as burst may be set to individual taste with
apprapriate, the output level of the unit P2and P3 respectively.
can be set as required with P5' The sig-
nal is then available at K2via emitter fol- Parts list
10werT3·
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Fig. 2. Printed circuit board tor the a.t. signal tracer.

Fig. 3. Completed printed circuit board.

mined by the values of R5. RtJ. C7 and Cs.
is roughly 1kHz.
The rectangular-stgnal generator com-

prises four Schmitt tngger /inverter stages
and also produces a frequency of 1 kHz.
The stgnal consists of short bursts about
1s lopng with a mark:space ratio ofabout
50%. IC2dis the generator proper. while
IC2asets the length of the signal bursts.
Fine adjustment of the frequency is pro-
vided by P2 and P3. The outputs of IC2a
and IC2dare combined by IC2c and in-

Construction
The tracer is best built on the printed cir-

cuit board in Fig. 2. Populating of the
board with reference to Fig. 2 and the
parts list is straightforward. Figure 3
shows a correctly completed board.
This type of instrument is, of course,

best housed in an easily held small en-
c1osure. Suggested front and rear panel
foils are shown in Fig. 6.
Two test leads are needed, and each of

thesemay bemade fromtwolengths (about
30 cm = 12 in) of flexible. insulated cir-
cuit wire, terminated at one end into test
pins and at the other into a phono plug,
For most purposes. a battery supply

is fine. The unit draws a current of
30-60 mA. provided that the volume con-
trol is not set permanently to maximum
(when the current exceeds 100 mA).

Ca libration

Resistors:
RI• R2 = 180 Q
R3 = 1.2 kQ
~. R7• Rs = 1 kQ
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80C535 HARDWARE/ASSEMBLER
COURSE

PART 1: INTRODUCTION AND FIRSTPROGRAMMING EXAMPLES

Welcome to the first instalment of a four-part course on
programming the 80C535 microcontroller. The present 'short'
course is a sequel to the eight-part 8051/8032 assembler
course featured about two years aga in this magazine.
Hardware and software peculiar to the 80C535 processor will
be discussed in an educationalldidactic way, based on
examples: an assembler and a communication program are
available as 'courseware' on a diskette. The hardware you need
to follow this course is the 80C535 single-board computer
featured in last month's magazine.

Software by Dr. M. Ohsmann

THE prcscnt course has an 'easy'
entry level for those of you who

have followed the 8051/8032 assem-
bler course (Ref. I), because both the
monitor EPROM (EMON51) and the as-
sembler (EASM51) can be used
straight away on the 80C535 stngle-
board computer described last month
(Ref. 2), None the less, a new, extended
monitor program and assembler were
developed to take full advantage of the
extra features offered by the 80C535
compared with the 8051. These extra
features are summarized in Table 1.
The new monitor and assembler are

called EMON52 and EASM52 respec-
tlvely , and may be found on the
courseware dtsk. order code 1811 (see
Readers Services page). Note in partrc-
ular that the new software supports
the Intel Hex file downloacl optron.
which is a big asset tf you have an
EPROM programmer which is compati-
ble wtth that file format,

The way ahead: 80C535
The 80C535 is an Intel MCS-51 com-
patible derivative of the 'gcncrtc' 8051.
The SAB80C535 is manufactured by

t Improved assembler (EASM52), offering
- Intel-Hex file down load option;
- DW command to generate 16-bit address constants;
- DI command to generate 16-bit integer constants;
- EQU command capable of processing bit operations.

t A new system monitor (EMON52) offering
- 80C535 and 80C537 interrupt chaining;
- Intel-Hex file downloading,

t A new PC communication program (V25COM) source code, offering
- an Intel-Hex file down load option.

t EPROMEMU, a program to support the Elektor Electronics EPROM Emulator 11,
t A new MENU program for fast object code development and downloading,
t Assembly code (.A51) files of all example programs discussed during the
course.

t Complete source code files (Turbo Pascal or MCS-51 assembler) of all utility
programs.

Table 1. Overview of new features on the BOC535 course dtsk.

Siemens, and has a number of extra
features over the 8051. Ta start with,
the C535 has two additional bidirec-
tronal ports, P4 and P5, It also offers
an analogue input port sporting eight
inputs and a comrnon 8-bit analogue-
ta-digital converter (ADC),
Remarkably. this port mayaIso be
used as a digital input port.
Furthermore. there is a powerful

timer and compareycaprure unit. The
available interrupt opttons have been
considerably extended, and a new bau-
drate generator has been added. The
potartty of the RESET signal has been
changed from positive on the 8051 to
negative on the 80C535 (pin 10),
The new features are introctuced in

the following seetions, using example
programs where approprtate.
Some of you may wonder why we

keep referring to the 80C535 proces-
sor. when it is a derivative from the
'original' 80515 or 80535. Unfortu-
nately, the NMOS 80535 and the
CMQS SAB80C535 are not pin-corn-
patible. Pin 4 (PE) and pin 37 (Vcc)
have different functions on the 80535.
For all other Iunctions. the C535 and
the 535 are, however, virtual1y tdentt-
cal, wtth the exception of the POWER-
DOWN and IDLE modes. In this course
we restriet ourselves to the 80C535.

SFRs,power-save and
PCON
As with other 'upgrade' vers ions of the
8051, the new hardware options of the
80C535 are realized by special Iunc-
ttoris regtsters (SFRs), The SFRs con-
tained in the 80C535 are listed in
Table 2, Note that same of the SFRs
familiar from the 8052 have been re-
named. although the 'old' name is also
gtven.
The CMOS 80C535 processor offers

two ways of reducing power consump-
tton, wh.ich are of particular interest if
the controller is used in battery-oper-
ated equipment. To actuate the power-
save modes, certain bits must be set in
the peON special function register.
The meaning of these bits is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
The IDLE mode allows the CPU

proper to be actually halted, while the
pertpherals. like timers, counters and
interrupt circuits rernain acttvc. The
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11I80C535 HARDWARE/ASSEMBLER COURSE - 1

87H

Function

PCON.4

GF1 PCON.3

GFO PCON.2

PDE PCON.1

IDL_E__ J PCON.O

When set, Ihe baud rate 01 the se rial channel in mode
1, 2, 3 ls ooubted.

Power-down start bit The instruction tnat sets the POS
Ilag bit is the last instruction befare enterlnq the power-
down mode

Idle start bit. The instruction that sets the IDLS Ilag bit ts
Ihe last instruction before entering the idle rnoce.

Reserved

General purpose Ilag

General purpese I1ag

Power-down enable btt. When set, starting of the
power-down mode ls enabled.

Idle mode enable bit. When set, starting 01 the idle
mode is enabled.

920152-11

Fig. 1. Functions 01 the bits contained in the peON register.

watchdog timer ls, however, stopped.
The CPU is taken out of the IDLE mode
with the aid of an interrupt, which ts
'serviced by an appropriate software
routine. After the RETI (return from in-
terrupt) instruction at the end of that
routine, the CPU continues with the
instruction that follows the one that
caused it to go into IDLE mode. The
IDLE mode ts controlIed by bits 0
(IDLE) and 5 (lDLS) in the PCON regts-
ter. First, the IDLE preparation bit.
IDLE, must be set, then tho IDLE-SET
b it, IDLS. A sequence of two instruc-
ttons ts used rather than just one in-
struction to prevent the IDLE mode
being selected by accident. Since the
PCON regtster is not btt-addressable,

the IDLE and IDLS bits are normally
set wtth the aid of an ORL instruction.
The POWER-DOWNmode is selected

by first selting lhe PDE bit, and lhen
the PDS bit, In POWER-DOWN mode,
the processor is totally 'inert', and can
be actuated agatri by areset only. The
data contained in the SFR and the on-
board RAM rernain rntact. Both the
IDLE and the POWER-DOWNmode can
only be actuated if the PE input of the
80C535 (ptn 4) is held low. If not, these
modes are disabled. The hardware dis-
able optjon of the power-down modes is
provided to eliminate any risk of them
being selected by accident as a result
of a crashing program. Thts ts. obvt-
ously, essential in no-break systems,

5V

Suppl)'

80C53S
COMPUTER

r r 11II "-_-J
RE5ET

~

""=''';"'
"

+ '" K6 PI~ 1

ANO",K6Pin 3

VZ4

K4 Pln 8

K4Pln 10

K4 PI" 2

...~~
K3 Pin 5 '" PJ.2 " INT Pln 25-w sub{)

l:tEI T2 Int.,,,upl
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Fig. 2. Schematic showing the interconnections between the hardware needed to follow the

course.
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80C535 PROGRAMMING

You need the following to be able to
fo 11ow the 80C535 hardware/assembler
course:

Hardware:
- An 80C535 single-board computer as
described in Elektor Eleetronics
February 1994.
- An IBMPC or compatible with aserial
port on COM1: or COM2:.

Software:
- Courseware disk (5.25 inch, 360K
MSDOS format).
- EMON52 system EPROM,fitted on
80C535 SBC.

The coursewate disk and EPRQM are
available as a set under order code 6221.
ifhe dlsk is also available separately under
order code 1881. For prices and ordering
information, see page 70.

JOIN THE COURSEI

where a11hardware would stop fu nc-
tioning if the POWER-DOWN mode
were selected, and there Is no way of
restarting the CPU except by switching
the supply off and on agam.

Testing the power-down
modes
To be able to use the example pro-
grams dtscussed during this course,
follow this procedure:

Hardware
Connect the 80C535 smgle-board
computer to a 5-V power supply and
the COMl: serial port on your PC as
shown in Fig. 2. All jumpers must be
fitted on the board. The EPROM socket
on the SBC board shoulcl ccntarn the
EMON52 EPROM (order code 6221).
Switch on the PC and the SBC.

Software
Copy a11ftles contained on the course
diskette. order code 1811, to the hard
disk, into a suitably named subdirec-
tory, for instance, C:\80C535 or
C:\COURSE. Next, load the ASCII file
MENU.PAR into your word processor,
and change the first ltne so that tt con-
tains the name of your favourite word
processor ('edrtor'I, complete wtth the
assoctated path. The author used the
editor contained in Turbo PascaL Save
the changed file under its old narne,
i.e .. MENU.PAR
Next. go to the course subdirectory,

and start MENU by typing



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

PO
SP
DPL
DPH
PCON
TCON
TMOD
TLO
TL 1
THO
TH1
P1
SCON
SBUF
P2
IENO
IPO
P3
IEN1
IP1
IRCON
CCEN
CCL1
CCH1
CCL2
CCH2
CCL3
CCH3
T2CON
CRCL
CRCH
TL2
TH2
PSW
ADCON
ADDAT
DAPR
P6
ACC
P4
B
P5

80H'
81H
82H
83H
87H +
88H'
89H
8AH
8BH
8CH
8DH
90H'
98H
99H'
AOH'
A8H * +
A9H +
BOH *
B8H * +
B9H +
COH' +
C1H +

C2H +
C3H +
C4H +
C5H +

C6H +
C7H +
C8H' +
CAH +
CBH +
CCH +
CDH +
DOH'
D8H' +
D9H +
DAH +
DBH +
EOH'
E8H" +
FOH'
F8H

Port 0
Stack pointer
Data pointer low
Data pointer high
Power contra I register
Timer contral register
Timer mode register
Timer 0 low byte
Timer 1 low byte
Timer 0 high byte
Timer 1 high byte
Port 1
Serial control register
Serial buffer
Port 2
Interrupt enable register 0 (IE)
Interrupt priority register 0
Port 3
Interrupt enable register 1 (IP)
Interrupt priority register 1
Interrupt request contra I register
Compare/capture enable register
Compare/capture register 1 low byte
Compare/capture register 1 high byte
Comparejcapture register 2 low byte
Compare/capture register 2 high byte
Compare/capture register 3 low byte
Comparejcapture register 3 high byte
Timer 2 contra I register
Compare/reload/capture register low byte (RCAP2L)
Compare/reload/capture register high byte (RCAP2H)
Timer 2 low byte
Timer 2 high bvte
Program status ward
A-D converter contral register
A-D converter data register
D-A converter program register
Port 6
Accumulator
Port 4
B register
Port 5

MENU 535XMPOI [return)

The menu should appear in the rtgbt-
hand top cor'ner of the screen. Ftrst.
se1eel 'Assemble'. wtth the aid of the
vertical alTOWkeys, and press return.
The ftrst example program is assem-
bled, and the files 535XMPO l.OBJ and
535XMPO l.LST are wrttten. Return to
the main manu. and select the V24
[down load) option. Press the RESET
key connected to the SBC. whereupon
the 80C535 should report with

-- EMON52 -- version 0,1 [2,7,1992)
RAMTOP~44

Ncxt. start the actual download opera-
tion by ryptng CONTROL-D, Start the
program by entering command
X 4100. Wateh the ammeter on YOUf
power supply. After a couple of reports
reading 'ACTIVE', the 80C535 is
switched to low-power mode, indicated
by the text 'IDLE', and the current con-
sumption dropping to about 20 mA.
Generate an external interrupt-O by
pressing swttch T2. This should cause
the processor to wake up, and the CUf-

rcnt consumption to rtse to about
40 mA, Shortly atterwards. the CPU re-
turns to IDLE mode.
The IDLE mode ts truttatcd by the

inatructtons contained in lines 25 and
26 of the assembly code file
535XMPOl.A51. Two !ines marked by
the label PDOWN could cause the
POWER DOWN mode to be actuated.
Check what happens if j urn per JP2 is
orrutted. and the above experiment is
repeated. Or: the interrupt is enabled
in Une 24. and disabled agam in
Itne 27. What happens if you leave out
line 27? Press the interrupt key several
times while the program runs.
Jrnagtnc. the mafn program has just
called monitor subroutine STXT. is tn-
terrupted, while the interrupt routine
itself calls STXT,

Baudrate generator and
system clock

Table 2. List 01 80C535 special function registers. The SFRs marked with an asterisk (*) are
bit-addressable. Where approprtate, the corresponding 8051 SFR denotation is given in
brackets. SFRs marked with a plus stqn (+) are new, or have been assigned new functions.

All programmers who used the 8051
(or 8032) with a 12-MHz quartz crystal
were unable to have the serral inter-
face running at exact1y 4,800 baud ,
because the bit clock was derived frorn
the system clock [12 MHz/l2 ~
1 MHz), This problem Is solved by a
special baudrate generator contained
in the 80C535. Consequently, one
timer is freed for other purposes. The
baudrate generator is swttched on wtth
btt 7 in the ADCON special functton
register. A simple bit set command
may be used Ior this purpose since
ADCON is bit-addressable. As with the
baud rate generator based on Tirner I,
bit 7 in the peON register is used to

ADCON EQU
PCON EQU

OD8H
087H

PCON,#01111111B
ADCON,7

;clear bit 7 in PCON
;baudrate generator on at 4800 bd

B4800 ANL
SETB
RET

;set bit 7 in PCON
;baudrate generator on at 9600 bd

B9600 ORL
SETB
RET

PCON,#10000000B
ADCON,7

Fig.3. EASM52 listing 01 baudrate generator test program.
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

**k.*" EASM52 ASSEMBLER LISTING (535XMPOl) ******
LINE t.oc OBJ T SOUReE

1 0000 ; 535XMP01.A51 ; Testing aOCSJ5 POWERDOWNxccee
:2 0000
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 0000
7 0000
8 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 4100 90 41 38 [2) START
12 4103 74 01 [1]
13 4105 75 JO 40 [2J
14 4108 12 02 00 [2]
15 410B 79 06 [I] LP2
16 4100 90 41 49 [2] LPI
17 4110 12 41 64 [2)
1841139001 F4 [2}
19 4116 75 30 21 [2)
20 4119 12 02 00 [2]
21 cnc 09 EF [2]
22 411E 90 41 3F [2}
23 4121.12 41 64 [2J
24 4124 75 xa 81 [2]
25 4127 43 87 01 [2]
26 41211. 43 87 20 [2]
27 4120 75 11.8 00 [2)
28 4130 80 09 [2)
29 4132 ;
JO 4132 43 87 02 [2] POOWN ORL PCON.#OOOOOOlOB
31 4135 43 87 40 [2J ORL PCON,#01000000B
aa 4138
33 4138 90 41 53 [2] INTO
34 413B 12 41 64 [2]
35 413E 32 (2]
36 413F
37 413F

H
Ace
PCON

"

EQU OA8H
EQU OEOH
EQU 087H
EQU OBOH

;--------------------------------------------------------------------
ORG 4100H
MOV DPTR, #INTO
MOV A,#!
MOV COMMAND,IeeLINK
LCALL MON
MOV R1,#6
MOV DPTR, NTXTI
LCALL STXT
MOV DPTR,1500
MOV COMMAND,#eeLTIME
LCALL MON
DJNZ R1,LP1
MOV DPTR, #TXTO
LCALL STXT
MOV IE,110000001B
ORL PCON, ;'OOOOOOOlB
ORL PCON,#00100000B
MOV IEdO
SJMP LP2

; Chain inte~~upt ~outine

Send text 6 times
Text ACTIVE
Send
0.5 sec
Wait

Cantinue loop
Send text IOLE

Switch on interrupts EA,IEO
r-repaee for IDLE mode
and act.uat.e
Switeh off interrupts

s't.ar-t. power down mode

MOV DPTR, #TXT2
LCALL STXT
RETI

Interrupt routine
Send text
Finish interrupt

00

""00
20 41 43
54 49 56
45 20 20
00
OD OA 49
4E 54 45
52 52 55
50 54 20
45 Ja OD
OA 00

OA 49
4C 45
2E 2E

TXTO OB 13,10,'IDLE ..• ',0

38 4149 TXTI OB ' ACTIVE , ,0

39 4153 TXT2 OB 13,10,'IliiTERRUPT EO',13,10,0 ;

40 4164
41 4164
42 4164
43 4164
44 41.64
45 4164
46 4164
47 4164
48 4164 75 30 02 (2J
49 4167 02 02 00 [2]
50 416A

** ••••• ,.,. SYMBOLTABLE
IE ; 00A8

START :4100
INTO : 4138

COMMAND: 0030
ccLTlME :0021

COMMANDEQU OJOH
MON EQU 0200H
eeST):T EQU 002H
ccLINI( EQU 040H
ccLTlME EQU 021H

MONITOR INTERFACE
MONITOR: eom~nd Ioeation
MONITOR: jump address
Send text
Interrupt chaining
DPTR delay in milliseeonds,

STXT MOV COMMAND,leeSTXT
WHP MON'.0

(18 symbols) ** ••••••••
ACC : OOEO
LP2 : 410B
TXTO :413F
MON : 0200
STXT :4164

PCON
Le>

TXTI
eeSTXT

:0087
:410D
: 4149
:0002

P3 : OOBO
PDOWN:4.132
TXT2 : 4153

ccLINK :0040

Fig.4. Assembler code listing of 535XMP01 found on your course diak. This program is used
to demonstrate the operation of the two power-down modes of the 80C535 microcontroller.

select between 4,800 (bit=O)and 9,600
baud (bit= 1). The ltsttng in Ftg. 3
shows how to program the baud rate
on the serial tnterface.
Note that this program takes into

account that PCON is not bit-address-
able: to prevent the 'other' btts in the
regtster from being affected, masking
instructions ANLand ORL are used.
The course diskette contains a pro-

gram called 535XMP02.A51 which,
when assembled, downloaded and run
on the 535 SBC, transmits texts alter-
nately at 4.800 and 9,600 baud. lfyou
start the download program V24 (or
the new version, V25) with the corre-
sponding speed parameter (see .OOC
file). one of the texts will be Jegible. The
baud rate may be defined either by
changing the appropriate parameter in
MENU.PAR, or by calling V24COM (or
V25COMl, followed by the appropriate
parameter, directly from the DOS
prompt.
In some cases, peripheralles re-

qu ire the system clock (quartz clock
divided by 12). To have the 80C535
supply the system clock al pin 30
(PI.6l, set bit 6 in lhe ADCONregister,
and wrtte a 1 to P1.6. The latter is nec-
essary to enable the output Iuncuon of
the port ltne, which is controlled via an
internal logic-ANDcornbination. Thus.
wrtte

SETB
SETB

ADCON.6
PI.6

and take
P 1.6 !ine.

the system clock from the

Ta be cantinued.

References:
I. 8051/8032 Assembler
Elektor Electronics February
November 1992.
2. 80C535 Single-board computer.
Elektor Electronics February 1994 .

course.
through
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100 WATTHIGH-END POWER AMPLIFIER

rphe simplified circutt diagram in Fig. 1
~ clearly shows the symmetrical dcstgn
ofthe amplifier. The input stage is formed
by differential amplifiers Tl. T3, whose
gatn is limited toabout40 dB (x 100). The
stage is coupled to differential arnplifiers
T2' T4, whose gatn is around 10 dB (x3).
These amplifiers are linked via optoiso-
1ators to drtvers T12. T13. which form the
linkbetween the inputand outputstages.
The zener symbol between the drivers in-
dicates a variable zener tranststor. which
enables the accurate setting of the qui-
escent current through the output tran-
ststors. The output stage consists of tran-
sistors Tl6 and Tl? each ofwhich drives
two parallel-connected power tranststors:
T1S, T19 and T20, T21 respeetively.
The optoisolators provide suppression

ofthe ori/off swttchtng cllcks, whtch, owing
to the absence of an output relay, is es-
sential. The POWER ON DELAY (which is part
of a protcctton circuit on a separate peS)
ensures that the LEDs in the optoisola-
tors light up only gradually after swttch-on.
Consequently, the optotransistors in the
collector ctrcutts ofT12 and T13 come into
conduction slowly. resulttng in the power
supply to the output transistors building
up gradualiy. This arrangement effeetively
prevents annoying cltcks at switch-on.
When the mains ts switched off, the LEDs
go out rapidly, resulttng in an abrupt re-
moval of power from the output transis-
tors. Consequently. the output stage gets
no time to produce irritating swttch -off
phenomena.
The protection circuit uses no relay

and rclrcs on the current through the
emitter resistors of the output transts
tors and the output voltage forcorrectop-
eration. If, for whatever reason.the cur-
rent rises unduly or a direet voltage ap-
pears at the output. twoactions take place:
the optoisolators are cu t off. so that the
power to the output stages is removed in-
stantly, and the supply lines are shorted
to earth with the aid of triacs, A some-
what drasttc. but very effective and reli-
able means of safeguarding the amplifier
Irorn compression and distortion at large
drive voltages.
Not shown in Fig. 1 is a thermal pro-

tectton ctrcutt. whtch. agam via the op-
toisolators. removes the power from the
output tranststors if the temperature of
these devices rtses unduly.

Amplifier circuit
The eireuit diagram ofthe amplifier (single
ehannel) in Fig, 3 ts. in large parts. sim-
ilar to that of the 'Output amplifier for rib-
bon loudspeakers' [21,The differenees lie
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Design by T. Giesberts

This article describes a completely updated and higher-power
version of the 'Medium power a.f. amplifier' published in this
magazine just over three years ago(1). At the suggestion of

many readers, the new amplifier also incorporates a number of
features of the 'Output amplifier for ribbon loudspeakers'

published two years later(2). It provides 100 W into 8 Q and does
not use an output relay.

TECHNICAL DATA

Input senstüvtty
Input impedance
Output power (0.1 % THD)

1 V r.rn.s.
46.5 kll
100 W into 8 Q
175 W into 4 Q
105 W into 8 Q
185 W into 4 Q
1.5 Hz - 220 kHz
>50V ~s-1
> 102 dB (A weighted)

Musie power (500 Hz burst: 5 penods on.
5 periods off)

Power bandwtdth (50 W into 8 Q)
Slewrate
Stgnaj-to-noiee ratto (1 W into 8 Q)
Harmonie distortion (B = 10 Hz - 80 kHz)

at 1 W into 8 Q
at 90 W into 8 Q

<0.0025% (1 kHz)
<0.0015% (1 kHz)
<0.015% (20 Hz - 20 kHz)
<0.002% (I W in to 8 11)
<0.003% (50 W into 8 Q)
<0.0025% (I W into 8 Q)
<0.0015% (100 W into 8 Q)
>1000 (I kHz)
>290 (20 kHz)

Intermodulation dtstortton
(50 Hz : 7 kHz; 4 : I)

Dynamie 1Mdistortion (block 3.15 kHz
with 15 kHz sine wave)

Damplng faetor (8 Q output)
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Fig_ 1. Simplilied circuit diagram 01 the amplilier (one channel).
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Fig. 2. The protection circuit does not use relays.

mamly in the much htgher supply volt-
age (2 x42 V instead of2 x 15 V) and the
much lower peak output CUITent. Other.
srnaller, dtfferences are a number of al-
tered component values. new types of
tranststor invartous postuons, lowervalue
fuses. fewer paraIlel-connected emitter
resistors for the output transistors and
an additional capacitor, C/b' in the feed-
back loop. Also. the separate sense lines
to the loudspeaker{s) are no langer there.
and the connections between IC3 arid the
supply lines have been broken (Dg and
D10are ornitted]. because the supply volt-
age for the D'C correcnon ts 110W provided
by an auxiliary supply.
At the input, there is a combination of

a high-pass secnon. C1-R], and a low-
pass secnon. C2-R2. The first filter pre-
vents any direct voltage entertng the ampll-
fiel'. while the second restriets the u pper
limil of the input bandwtdth to about
300 kHz.
The signal is applied to differential arn-

plifiers Tl and T3' Since the maximurn
permissible supply voltage of the excel-
lent dual transistors MAT02and MAT03
is too low, these types had to be replaced
by a 2N2914 and a BFX36 respectively.
Frequency compensation of the input
stage ts provided by networks R5-C3and
RIO-C4·The open-Ioop bandwidth of the
amplifier is around 14 kHz. The gain 01'
the arnphfiers Is deterrruned by the ratio
of their collector and emttter resistors.
Current sources T5 and T6guarantee

stable operation ofTj and T3'This is aug-
mented by the arrangement of holding
the currcnt through reference LEDs D,
and D2stable with the aid of a third cur-
rent source: Tq.
The next stage consists of dual tran-

sistors T2 and T4, which are controlled by
current sources Teanrt Ts.Agam. thecur-
rent through LEDs D3and D4is held sta-
ble by current sources T,o and Tl1.
Diedes D1-D4must be ofthe same type

with a forward vorrage of 1.55-1.65 V to
ensure that the operating points of the
vartous transistors rernain unchanged.
The optoisolators forthe power-on delay

are inserted in the collector leads of T2b
and Tqb- Their LEDs are controlled by the
external proteetion ctrcutt via Bland B2.
The collectors of'prednvers pg, and TI3

are connected via T14 and T1S. The latter
tranststors form a zener transistor, the
voltage across which. and thus the qui-
escent current through the output t.ran-
sistors, is set as appropriate with PI.
Each of the two halves of the output

stage, a super emitter follower. conststs
of a driver, T16 and T17, and two power
tranststors, TI8, T19 and T20. T21respect-
ively.The power tranststor pairs are con-
nected in parallel, but have their own
emitter reststors. TransistorT 22monitors
the voltage drop across the emitter re-
sistors via potential divider R,W~5. Ifthe
total peak output current exceeds 18 A,
T22swttches on. which causes the exter-
nal protection circutt to be actuated.
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A 6.3 A fuse has been tncorporatcd in
the coUector line of each of the power tran-
ststors. The + and - taps in these lines
are connected to the triacs (+ and -l in
the protection ctrcutt csee Fig. 2. If the

fuses blow. 05 and 06 light to indicate
this. In practice this will happen hardly
ever. because the primary fuse will almost
certainly blow first.
Baucherot network R4TCl2 ensures

that the ampltfier remains loaded ade-
quately al high frequencies.
Output power is supplied to the loud-

speaker(s) via inductor LI. which lirntts
the rise time of thc stgnal when the load

-c::::h•-q
-q
-q
-q
-c::::h•-c::::h

"-c::::h,

..
1
I-

•-
Fig. 3. Circuit diagram 01 the amplilier (one channel). The double dashed lines (e.g., D1-Ts) indicate thaI thermal coupling is

required. Transistors 114-T21 must be mounted on a common heat sink.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH t994
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ts capacitive, and potential divider R,8-Rs I.
The ratto ~9: Rso determines the feed-
back factor. The feedback voltage at the
junction of these resistors ts applied to
the bases ofT1bandT3b. Capacitor Cjgac-
celerates the actton of the feedback cir-
cuit. Network R7S-R76-C23-C24serves to

keep the base impedances at the left-hand
and nght-hand halves ofthe differential
amplifier equal to ensure optimum com-
mon-mode suppression.
An additional stabilized voltage ts pro-

duced with the ald of lC4 to limit the off-
set voltage at the output to a minimum.

POWER ON
DELAY

S1

2x 30'1
300VA

Tcl

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram 01 the power supply.

4x 1N4007

42V +'H:~1::::-.,

Ro1

rn ~------,

Re1 = V23056-Al0S-Al01

tsv
3VA3

~------------4=~--~--~__~o
8aOC1500

ICl

~~-------o15V

Fig. 5. Diagram of the auxiliary circuit.

930039· 14

+
15V

The voltage ts used to compensate the
base currents of the input stage via RS5
and R74 to such a degree that the direct
voltage at the basis is virtually ntl. Inte-
grator IC3 removes any residual direct
voltage (caused by, for instance, temper-
ature changes). lts output is used to ad-
just the base voltage of TI and T3 via
R53-C21,R54and Rn-

Protection circuit
The protection circuit, whose diagram is
shown in Fig. 2, serves a numberoffunc-
tions.
Switch-on click. When the power is switched
on, C3 ts charged slowly via R,. After a
short while, darlington TTT8 comes on.
whereupon the LEDs in the optotsolators
begtn to conduct gradually. When the po-
tential across e3 has risen to 1.7-1.8 V,
the diodes light bnghtly. This situation
remains because Ds holds the base volt-
age ofT7 at a fixed level.
Switch-off click. As lang as the mains is
switched on, T! conducts every half pe-
riod {stnce it is connected directly to the
secondary of the mains transformer via
D, and °2), whereas T2 and T3 are off.
When the mains is swttched off, T2 and
T3 are switched on within half aperiod.
Schmitt triggerT4-T6 changes state, where-
upon Tg conducts and T7 and Tg are cut
off, so that the optoisolators are deactu-
ated. This state is indicated by the Iight-
ing of Dj j .
Over-eurrent. Current monitorT22 in the
amplifier is linked to terminal A via the
auxiliary circuit(Fig. 51. If the output cur-
rent ofthe amplifler rises unduly, T3switches
on, whereupon the optoisolators are de-
actuated as described earber. At the same
time, triacs Trf and Tri2 are switehed on
byT'1 via 08 and short-circuit the supply
lines. If this drastic action is not aecept-
able, D8 may be omitted.
Temperature. Transistor T12 functions
as a temperature sensor diode which is
mounted on the heat sink ofTI4-T21. The
voltage aeross the transistor is compared
by lC'a with apreset (PI) reference volt-
age. Ir the sensor voltage drops (temper-
ature rtses) below the reference potential.
ICla changes state and the optoisolators
are deactuated via D6' Onee the temper-
ature has dropped below a safe value, the
amplifier ts switched on agam.
Direct voltage. If there ts a dtrcct volt-
age greater than ±O.6 V at the output of
the amplifier (point D). etther Tq or TIO is
swttched on via low-pass secnon R23-C8.
In either case. the negative input ofIClb
is pu lied to earth and its output changes
from low to high. Thie results in the tri-
acs being switched on via D9 and T11.At
the same time, D7causes the Schrnitt tng
ger to change state, resultmg in the op-
toisolators being deactuated. This func-
tton may be disabled by omitting 07 and

°9'
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Fig. 6. Printed circuit board tor the auxiliary circuit (scale 1:1).

Power supply

The power supply for the amplifier (see
Fig. 4) is a traditional destgn. A double-
pole mains switch and switch-on delay
circuit are followed by the usual combt-
nation of transformer, brtdge rectifier and
electrolytic smoothing, buffer and reser-
voir capacitors. The series resistors Iimit
the peaks in the chargmg currents ofthe
electrolytic capacitors and. togetherwith
these capacitors, form an effective mains
filter.

Auxiliary circuit
The auxiliary circuit (see Fig. 5) consists
of a ±15 V supply and a mains on delay.
The ±15 V supply is provided by Tri,

BI and various capacitors. The + 15V line .
is stabilized by a Type 7815 regulator,

Fig. 7. Component layout ot the PCB tor
the protection circuit (scale 1:2).

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH 1994

but the -15 Vline by a simple zener diode,
D6, since that line is further stabilized in
the amplifier by a Type LM337 regulator
(IC4). Mains on indication is provided by
RI3 and D7.
The seetion based on TI and T2acts as

a monitor for the current protection. It is
inserted between amplifier output A and
terminal A on the protection board. The
circuit transforms the potential measured
by current sensor T22into a much lower
voltage (relative to earth) suitable for the
protection circuit.
The design of the mains on delay cir-

cutt between KIand K2is straightforward.
As soon as the mains at KI is switched

on, the amplifier is powered immediately
via K2,but the current to it is limited se-
.verely by Rs-R 11' This means that the elec-
trolytic capacitors in the main power
supply are charged relatively slowly and
that the mains fuse does not have to cope
with a substantial surge. Within a short
while, Cg is charged via Rg, Cs and DI-D4
to such an extent that the potential across
it is sufficient to energize relay ReI' Parallel-
connected resistors Rg-Rll are then short-
circuited by the relay contact and full
power is applied to the amplifier.
Diode D5 limits the voltage across Cg,

while R7 ensures that 'a.c, resistor' Cs is

Fig. 8. Component layout (scale 1:2) ot the PCB tor the
amplitier (one channel).
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PARTS LIST (ONE CHANNELl

AUXILlARY CIRCUIT
Resistors:
RI: R2: R4~ I kQ
R3: RS~ 10 kQ
R;; ~ 220 Q I W: e.g.. PR01 (Phi1ips)
R7 ~ I MQ. 350 V: e.g .. SFR25H
(Philips)
RB-RI1 ~ 180 Q. 5 W
RI2 ~ 2.2 kQ, I W: e.g.. PROl
R
'
3 ~ 8.2 kQ

Capacitors:
CI ~ 10 ~F. 25 V radial
C2= 100 nF ceramte
C3 ~ 470 ~F, 40 V. radial
C4-C7 = 22 nF. cerarme
Cs ~ 470 nF, 630 V
C9 ~ I 000 ~ F, 35 V, radial

Semiconductors:
BI ~ B80CI500
01-04 ~ IN4007
0s~24V. 1.4W
06 ~ 15 V, 0.4 W
07 = LED green. low current
TI ~ BC560C
T2 ~ BC550C

Integrated circuits:
ICI~7815

Miscellaneous:
K 1: K2 = 2-way peB termmal block.
pitch 7.5 mm

Tri ~ 15 V. 3.3 VA, e.g.. VTR3115
(Monacor/Monarch)

Re] ~ V23056-AI05-AIOI (Siemens)
FI ~ IA6 T w. PCB holder

PROTECTION BOARD
Resistors:
RI ~ 82 kQ
R2 ~ I MQ
R3: R7: Rg: R2S:R26~ 100 kQ
R,~ 15kQ
Rs~ 100Q
R;;: R22~ I kQ
Rs ~ 47 Q
RiO~ 1.5 MQ
Rli ~3.9 MQ
RIz: RI3 ~ 56 kQ
R14: R27 ~ 4.7 kQ
RIS~IOQ
R16:RI7 ~ 390 Q. IW
RIS ~ 15 Q
RI9 ~ 3.3 kQ
R20~ 180 kQ
R21~ 22 MQ
R23~IOkQ
R24~ 220 kQ
RZS:R29~ 220 Q, 1W
R30-R33~ 1.2 Q. 5 W
PI ~ 50 kQ preset H

Capacitors:
CI ~ 220 ~F, 25 V
C2: C7 ~ 100 nF
C3 ~ 470 ~F. 6.3 V
C4 ~ I ~F
Cs ~ 10 ~F, 10 V, radial

C6 ~ 220 ~F. 16 V
Cg ~ 100 ~F. 10 V, radial. bipolar
Cg ~ 39 nF
CIO ~ 220 nF

Semiconductors:
01.02~ IN4004
03 ~ IN4001
04 ~ 5.6V, 0.4 W
Os ~ LEO green
°6-09 ~ IN4148 (fit w. connectors on
PCB pins)

010 ~ LEO orange
Dj j ~ LEO. red. high efficiency
TI: Tz: T4: TiO ~ BC547B
T3 ~ BC516
Ts: T6: T7 ~ BC557B
TS ~ BOl40 + heatsink
Tg ~ BC547A
TII ~ B0679

Integrated circuits:
ICI ~ CA3240
IC2 ~ 7805

Miscellaneous:
Tri I :Tri2 ~ TIC263M
3 off screw-mount spade terminal for
peB mounting

I offPCB Ref. 920135-2 (see page 70)

AMPLIFIER BOARD
Resistors:
RI: R34:R3S:R7S~ 562 Q. 1%
Rz: R76~ 47.5 kQ. 1%
R3: R,: RS: Rg ~ 2.49 kQ. 1%
Rs:RIO~IOQ
R;;: R7: RII: RI2 ~ 24.9 Q. 1%
R13:RI4 ~ 249 Q. 1%
RIs~820Q
RI6 ~ 18.2 kQ, 1%
R17: RIS ~ 4.7 kQ
RIg: R20:RZ3:R24~ 187 Q. 1%
RzI: R22:R2S:R26~ 18.7 Q. 1%
R27~ 133 Q. 1%
R2S:R29~ 390 Q
R30:R31~ 23.2 Q, 1%
R32~ 470 Q
R33:R,4 ~ 330 Q
R36-R39:Rso~ 56.2 Q. 1%
R,2: R,3: R;;I: R;;2: R;;4:R;;s: R;;6:R;;g
~ 0.22 Q, 5 W, low-inductance

R40: R,I: R;;o:R;;3:R;;7:R;;s: R70:R71
= not used

R,s~ 180Q
R,6 ~ 4.7 kQ
R,7~4.7Q.5W
R,S: RSI ~ 100 Q
R,9 ~ 1.47 kQ, 1%
RS2:RS3:Rn ~ 56 kQ
RS4~ 12 MQ
Rss: R74~ 1.8 MQ
RS6~ 270 Q
RS7~ I kQ
Rss: RS9~ 8.2 kQ
R73~ 18 MQ
RL (in LI) ~ 2.2 Q. 5 W
Pj = 500 Q multiturn. vertical preset
(Boums 3296Y)

P2= 2 kQ multiturn, verucal preset
(Bourns 3296Y)

Capacitors:
CI: C23~ 2.2 ~F.50 V. MKT
C2 ~ 820 pF, polystyrene
C3. C4 ~ 1.5 nF
Cs-Cs ~ 47 ~F. 10 V
Cg: CIO ~ 560 pF, polystyrene
CIl: C20:C21~ 1 ~F
CI2 ~ 100 nF
CI3 ~ 5.6 nF
CICC17 ~ 10 000 MF, 50 V, radial. for

PCB mounting
CIS: Cig ~ 1000 ~F. 25 V. radial
C22~ 10 ~ 1", 25 V
C24~ 4.7 nF
CIb~ 220 pF. polyslyrene (mount at
track side)

Semiconductors:
°1-04 ~ LE:O. red (VF ~ 1.6 V)
Os ~ LEO, red (high efficiency)
06 ~ LEO. green (high efficiency)
07: 08 ~ IN4148
Dg: 010 :::::not used
TI: T2 ~ 2N2914
T3: T4 ~ BFX36
TS~ BC560C
T6 ~ BC550C
T7 ~ BC141-16
1'8 ~ BC161-l6
Tg ~ BF256C
TIO: TII ~ BF256A (interconnect gate
and source: cut elf gate)

T12:T17 ~ MJE:15031
T13:TI6 ~ MJE:15030
T14:TIS ~ BO 139
Tls: TI9 ~ 2SC2922 (Toshiba)
T20:T21 ~ 2SAI216 (Toshiba)
T22 ~ BF869 ünterchange base and
collector)

Integrated circuits:
ICI:IC2 ~ 4N35
IC3 ~ OP77
IC4 ~ LM337

Miscellaneous:
LI ~ IO turns (15 mm dia.) of 1.5 mm
dia. enamelled copper wire

K1:::::phono socket for PCB mounttng
(or two PCB pins).

FI:F2 ~ 6.3 A (with fuseholder).
5 off spade terminal, screw type.
1 offheat sink max. 0.5 K w-i.
2 off heat sink for TI2 and TI3
I offPCB Ref. 920135-1 (see page 70)

POWER SUPPLY & ENCLOSURE

Tri:::::ring core Iransformer. sec. 2x30V,
300 VA, e.g., 710 I 7 (Amplimo or lLP)

BI ~ B200C35000 (200 V /35 A bridgel
RI-Rs ~ 0.1 Q, 5 W
CI-C4 ~ 10 000I-lF, 50 V
1 off mains socket
1 off matns switch
2 off phono socket (gold-plated)
2 off loudspeaker terminal or banana
socket

Enclosure : e.g., ESM Type ET38/ 13
(300 mm deep) (Maplin)
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discharged rapidly when the supply is
switched off.

constructed on a prototyptng board. The
PCBs are available ready made thrcugh
Dur Readers' Services.
Buüdtng the auxiliary circuit is straight-

forward and conststs merely of populat-
tng the board with reference toFig. 6 and
the parts list.
The same applies Lathe proteetion cir-

euiL Da not forget the heat sink for TB
and use heavy duLy terrninals for the con-
necuons to the tnacs.
As rar as the arnpllfier board is C011-

cerned. a full description was given in

Ref. 2, which Includes a template for dril-
ling the heat sink. The following descrip-
tion will concentrate on the more impor-
tant details only and on the aspects re-
sulting Irorn the modifications in the pre-
sent arnphfier over that in Ref. 2.
Mount most of the components on the

board. but. for converuences sake. leave
the large electrolytic capacitors till a lit-
tle later. Although different types of dual
transistor are used in the T 1-T4 positions,
they are also housed in a TO-78 enclos-
ure and they are pin-compatible with the

Construction
The prtntcd-ctrcun board for the auxil-
iary ctrcutt is shown in Fig. 6, and the
component layout ofthe peB for the pro-
tection circuit and the amplifier in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8 respectively. The latter two
were shown ful1-scale in Ref. 2 and Ref. 1
respectively. There is no board for the
power supply of Fig. 5, so thts must be
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Characteristic 0Characteristic C

of the curve is the cJipping point.
Characteristic C shows the maxi-

mum power at a dtstortlon of 0.1%; it
will be seen that within the audio range
the power is completely independent of
Irequency.
Characteristic D gtves the Fourier

analysis of a I kHz stgnal at an output
of I W into 8 Q with the fundamental fre-
quency suppressed. The attenuation of
the 2nd harrnontc ts about 125 dB. while
the 3rd harmoruc is lost in the noise.

The results ofthe measurements on the
prototype are. without cxccptton. very
good. Noise and residual dtstoruon are
rar removed from the human ltmits of
observatlon. Pulse response and damp-
tng factor are almost ideal. a1though that
is a streng word to use.
Listening tests confirm the measured

values. Even the most demandtng record-
tngs from our record library were repro-
duccd wtthout any discernible httch.
The four charactertstics shown above,

obtained with anAudio Precision Analyser,
illustrate these statements.
Characteristic A shows the total

harmonic dtstortion plus noise (THD +
N) over the frequency range 20 Hz to
20 kHz at an output power of 50 W.
Characteristic B illustrates the dis-

tornon at 1kHz as a function of the dJive
level over the frequency range 22 Hz to
22 kHz.1tis clear that between 10 W and
20 W the limits ofthe analyser were reached.
The sharp bend at the rtght-hand side

Box 2. Four characteristics iIJustrating certain measurements on the prototype amplifier.
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I AUDIO & HI-FI

earliertypes. The types oftransistor used
in the T 7 and T8positions are also pin-com-
patible wtth the earlter types. but they
are slightly larger. which adds to the den-
sity on the board.
Field-effect transistors T 10and T11need

to be modified slightly before they can be
fitted. Stnce thetr gate must not be COl1-

nected to the board. the relevant ptn must
be linked to the source pin and as much
of It cut off as posstble. The result is a
FET wtth only two pms which are to be
inserted in the holes Intended for the drain

and source.
Since the board was originally intended

for a BC550C. the collector pin of T22(a
BF869) must be inserted into the hole
onginally meant for the base. and the base
pin into the original commector hole. Take
care not to short-circutt these pins.
The same sortofthingneeds to be done

with T12andT13. Sirtee thetypes nowused
are housed in a TO-220 case. they must
be mounted on the board the wrang way
around. that is. with the metal plane at
the Inside.

Reststor RLmust be mounted centrally
inside air-eored mductor Ll. Theeoil con-
ststs of 10 turns of 1.5 mm dtameter enam-
lled copper wtre wound on a 15 mm dt-
ameter tube. Make smallloops at the ends
ofthe wire so that the coil can be mounted
on the board with small bolts and nuts.
There are no holes provided for Cfb:

this capacitor should be soldered at the
track side ofthe board directly across "-tg.
Oiodes 09 and 010 must not be used

in the present amplifier. Fit peB pins in
the holes intended for these diodes and
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Fig. 9. Wiring diagram for the amplifier (one channel).
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link thern to the ± 15Vsupply on the aux-
Iliary circuit board.
Since sense lines to the loudspeaker(s)

are no langer used. terminal FB2 must
be linked to thc junctton L,-R<j7'and FEl
to the earth terminal of the loudspeaker
[clarnp togcthcr with the loudspeaker
cable in the spring-loaded terminal),
If car-type fuses of 6,3 Aare unob-

tainable, use a glass fuse mounted in a
traditional holder soldered on to the screw
type termtnals.
Use Ilat car-type connectors for ter-

mtnatmg the supply lines and also for the
output lines (these come at the under-
side of the board},
The board ts intended to form a (lat-

eral) T' with the heat sink. Screw the
power transistors and TI4-T17.mounted
on the arnplifier board. to the heat sink:
use tnsulattng washers in all cases. Da
notyet fitT'2 to the upper half ofthe heat
sink: see under 'Alignment'.
A completed smgle-channel amplifier

module Is shown in Fig. 10. lts wirtng di-
agram ls given in Fig, 9, Use heavy-duty
wire (2A mm? cross-section) for the power
lines, output lines to the loudspeaker(s}
and the lines between the amplifier board
and the triacs on the protection board.
Use screened cable for the input Itnes.
Such cable is also recommended to link
polnts A on the three boards.
It proved impossible to obtain an en-

closure suitable for houstng two amplr-
fier modules to form an integrated stereo
amphfier: the prototype stereo amplifier
therefore consists of two individual mono
amplifier modules.

Alignment
Set PI to maximum resistance: check
this with an ohmmeter. Switch on the
mains, and measure the voltage at the
vartous points shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
If these are a11as spectfted. measure the
voltagc across one ofthe ernitter resistors
of T\S-T2\ wtth a digital voltmeter and
adjust PI until the meter reads 22 mV
(which corresponds to a quiescent cur-
rent of 200 mA pcr transistor).
Next. agatri wtth a digital voltmeter.

measure the dtrect vo1tage at the base of
T, or T3: adjust P2 to rnake the readtng
exactly zero.
Then. measure the output vo1tage of

IC4,which must be between 0 Vand -1 I V,
Ifthe voltage is more negative, reduce the
values ofR55and R74by about 10% [after
switching off the ampltfler-l).
Next. check the ourput voltage of IC3

[pin 1),Afterthe amplifier has been switched
on for a httle while, this voltage should
remain wtthtn ±10 V, If this is not the
case. reduce R73to the next lower E 12
value.
Finally, cormect Tj j via a short length

of cable Latermtnals C and earth on the
proteetion board. Place the transistor in
a dish ofwarm water [about60 "C},mak-
ing sure that the devtce's terminals are

ELEKTOR ELECTRONTCS MARCH 1994
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not short-circuited by the water. Adjust
PIon the proteetion board until DIQ on
the same board just hgbts. Then. fit T'2
to the heat sink. Bear in mind that the
temperature ofthe heat sink even in normal
operation becomes at least 20 "C higher
than ambtent, END

References:
1. 'Medium power a.f. arnplifier', Elektor
Electronics. Detober/November 1990

2. 'Outputamplifier fornbbon loudspeakers',
ElekWr Electronics, November/December
1992.

Fig, 10, Completed single-channel (mono) amplilier moduie,

Fig, 11, Mono amplilier module seen Irom top with cover 01enclosure removed,



Pie PROGRAMMER
The latest buzz in Programmable Logic Land is 'PIC', a RISC-
based microcontroller manufactured by Microchip Technology
Inc. Read all about it in this article! A programmer is described
which enables a large number of PIC16Cx and PIC17Cx devices
to be loaded with your own application programs. And there is
more good news: software development for PIC controllers will
be the subject of a short course to be featured in this magazine
in the near future.

Design by M. Rose

THE sheer market force and Impact
of microcontroller families such as

the MCS-51 and 68xx, manufactured
by semiconductor 'giants' Itke Intel anel
Motorola. would make you almost Ior-
get that there exist competing cornpa-
nies in this field. One of these
companies is Microchip Technology in
the USA., who procluce a remarkable
family of microcontroüers designated
with the type prefix 'PIC',
PIe processors were developed for

use in widely different surroundings
and conditions. In the office envtron-
ment, for instance, you may find them
lurking in phorocopytng machines,
typewriters and barcode scanners.
Computer peripheral manufacturers
use PIes in printers, scanners and
disk drives. In the telecomms sector,
PIes are found in a wide range of
equipment, tncludtng fax machines
and cellular telephones. The auto mo-
ttve industry, too, employs PIes in fuel

Injectfon systems, police radar detec-
tors and anti-block brake systems.
One of the intentions of this arttele

is to make the advanced hobbyists and
small-seale programmer familiar wtth
PIe devices, and what better way to do
this than to describe a compact and in-
expensive programmer? Onee you have
butlt the programmer and completed
the course on PIe software develop-
ment, you are ready to use these inter-
cstmg devices in a vast range of
processor-controlled applications.

The programmer
The programmer crrcutt is destgned
such that tt can be used for a large
number of PIe devices. The hardware
remains lirnfted to an absolute mini-
mum thanks to the use of ... a PIe mi-
crocontroller! The programmer is
capable of bu mtng the following de-
vtces: PICI6C54, PIC16C55.

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

28-pin processors: PIC16C52; -55; -56;
-57; -71; -84
PIC17C42
EPROM or OTP
version
Code memory and
configuration ward
ZIF type (28-pin
and 40-pinl
On-board in
PIC17C42
via MS-DOS PC
32KByte
via RS232 interface

40-pin processors:
Processor:

Programs:

ICsockets:

Software:

Support:
RAM memory:
Communication:

PIC16C56, PIC16C57, PIC16C71.
PIC16C84 and PIC17C42. These ICs
are connected to the programmer via
two zero-tnsertion force (ZIF) sockets.
The PIC17C42 is fitted mto a 40-way
ZIF socket, while the other PICs fit into
a 28-way ZIF sacket. If you da not en-
visage ever prcgrammtng either a
PIC16C or a PIC17C devlce, the rele-
vant ZIF socket may be omitted with-
out problems.
The programm er ts cantrolled by

software that runs on an MSDOS pe,
in conjunction wtth the prc-pro-
grammed PICl7C42 in the program-
mer circuit itself. The latter PIe takes
care of the communication with the
PC, and generates the supply and pro-
gramming voltages for the PIC to be
programmed. The direct voltages used
in the programmer ctrcutt are 'tailored'
wlth the aid of the PWM (puIse-width
modulation) outputs of the PIC17C42.
This obviates the need of a host of di-
reet voltage sources usually found in
programmers.

The hardware
The circuit diagram of the PIC pro-
grammer is gtven in Fig. 1. First, let us
discuss the digital secnon of the cir-
cuit. The two ZIF sockets that reeeive
the PIC devices to be programmed are
marked U11 and U12. The operation of
the circuit ts not so easy to explain in
one go because the PIC devices that
can be programmed have slightly dif-
ferent programming sequences. These
sequences will. therefore, be described
separately for each processor.

PIC17C42
The PICI7C42 has an Interrial ROM
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Pie programmer. The circuit is a 'hybrid', i.e., a combination of digital and analogue electronics.
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GENERAL INTEREST

(read-only memory) which contains a
program that enables the processor to
program itself. Ta enable the it to make
use of this programmtng routine, the
processor must be gtven access to a
small RAM (randorn access memory)
area. This RAM is formed by U3, a 32-
KByte static mernory type 62256 or
43256. Two octuple registers type
74HC573 (U2 ancl U4) acl as a latch
which allows 16-biL RAM address loca-
tions to be stored. The signats needed
to store data into the memory are
found on port connections POD and
POl of the PIe microcontroller. Us.
During the programming operation,
the control stgnals appear at port con-
nections PC6 and pe? of U12, the con-
troller to be programmed. The contral
srgnals are combined logically by two
OR gates, U JA and U 1ß, contained in a
74HCTl32.
A very spectal configuratton 1Sfound

around regtster Ug. It may strike you
as odd that this memory is nearly al-
ways in high-Z mode, while its inputs
and outputs are interconneeted. This
is not a mistake! While the JC is in
high-Z mode (also called 3-statel, the
'short-ctrcutted' input and output con-
nections carry the bit patterns to be
stored in the RAM. The information
conveyed over the bus mayaiso be
eopied rnto the register by controlling
the C Input (pin 11). This happens with
one byte only: the conßguratton word.
As long as UB is in htgh-Z mode, the
contents of the regtster remain 'hidden
in the IC. The PIC 17C42 to be pro-
grammed rcads the conftguratton
stored in this register with the aid of a
pulse on port PC3. On1y du ring this
pulse is the register released from its
Jugh-Z state. Since the outputs of Us
and U3 are then at high impedance, the
contents of UB appear on the multi-
plexed data/address bus durtng this
short read pulse. In other words, UB
acts as a one-byte wide memory with a
depth of one location. and is used for
intermediate storage of the processor
configuration word.
The processor configuration word is

built by the software which runs on the
MSDOS PC, and serves to deftne pro-
gramming pararnctcrs including the
type of clock generator used, and
whether or not the PIC is to be pro-
tcc ted from being read ou t.
The programming status informa-

tion may be found on pins peo and
PCI of the PIC17C42 lo be pro-
grammed. These outputs are Iow du r-
ing the programming operatton. If the
programming sequence is successfully
cornpleted, PCO goes high. lf not, PCl
goes high.
The programming cycle is startcd by

applytng a programming voltage (Vpp)
of 12.5 V to the reset input, MCLR,
whtle the test input ts made high. This

is achieved by analogue switch U IOD

swttchtng on the supply voltage of the
PIC17C42, and closing UlOC about 1 us
later Lo put the programming voltage
on the reset Inpu t of the processor.
Next. the programming operanon ts
started.

PIC16C55/57
These processors come in 28-pin OlL
enclosures, and differ only in respeet of
the size of their mernory. Contrary to
the PICI7C42, the PIC16Cxx devices
da not require an external memory for
the programming sequence - data is
simply placed word-by-word Into the
PIC 16Cxx by the controller in the pro-
grammer crrcutt.
Since the 28-pin socket is also used

to program 18-pin PICs, a number of
signals on the socket must be config-
urable. The connection with U5, the
main processor, is established by clos-
ing U IOA. At the same time, the connec-
tton with the programming voltagc
must be broken. This is achieved with
the aid of swttch U lOB.
The programming cycle is starred as

soon as the supply voltage and the pro-
grarnnung voltage are applied to the

processor to be programmed. This is
achieved with the atd of U 100 and U!Oc
respectively.
The programming algortthm used

enables selected bytes to be pro-
grammed mdtvtdually, and to be read
back für vertflcatlcn. This allows the
main microeontroller, Us. to keep track
of the complete programming sequence
(which ineludes blank check. program-
ming and vertflcationl in a simple man-
ner.

PIC16C54/56
For these controllers. the srgnal
arrangement on the ZIF socket is mod-
tfied. Swrtch UlQA is openect because
pin 9 is to be used for the programmtug
voltage. As with the 16C55/57, the
supply voltage is applied to the socket
via Je IOD, while UlOB connects the pro-
gramming voltage. The programrrung
algortüun is tdenttcal to that of the
16C55/57

PIC16C71/84
These processors are programmed

using the same hardware settings as
the PICI6C54/56. but a different pro-
gramming algorithm. This is fairly
complex, but fortunately we need not
bother about that because everything
is taken care of by the system software
contarncd in the PIC17C42 (which is
supplied ready-programmed through
U1eReaders Services).

Theanalogue circuitry
Apart from digital circuitry. Fig. 1 also
shows a fair amount of analogue elec-
tronics. Ta begtri with, there is a scrtal
port based on lhe MAX232 single-chip
RS232 interface. A btg advantage of the
MAX232 ts tts on-chip voltage con-
verter which supplies the symmetrical
voltages needed to comply with re-
quirements as regards voltage swing
on an RS232 link. This converter al-
lows the programmer's power supply to
be kept simple. Indeed. all that is
needed is a standard 7805 which can
easily supply the 50 mA or so drawn by
the programmer. A heat-sink is not
needed on the 7805.
The 7805 is powered by a matns

adaptor with an output voltage be-
tween 15 V d.c. and 20 V d.c. The min-
imum value is requtred to ensure the
proper prograrrurung voltage, while the
maximum value must be observed to
prevenl the 7805 from being destroyed
by a too high Input voltage. The parts
list mentions a 12-V main s adaptor.
Most of these adaptors supply a COI1-

siderably lugher output voltage than
the nominal value when the load cur-
rent is relatrvely low. Just to make sure
it ts suitable for the job, the adaptors
output voltage should be checked with
the programmer conneeted. If you use
an aelaptor with an internal regulator.
be sure to seL this for an output voltage
between 15 and 20 V.
The desired programmi.ng voltagc.

Vprog, and the supply voltage, VDD,
are regulated by the PWM1 and PWM2
outputs of the PIC 17C42. U5. These
outputs are conneeted to two active
second-order low-pass filters, arid op-
erate at a frequency of about 64 kHz.
The roll-off frequency of the filt.ers built
Irom four opamps contained in an
LM324. U13, ts sct at about 1 kHz. The
filtered output voltage has a value be-
tween 0 and 5 V depending on the duty
factor of the PWM signal. Despite the
stmpltctty of the filter seetions, the di-
reet output voltages are sufficiently
stable, accurate and virtually free of
ripple. The filter is followed by a d.c.
amplifier wired Ior a gain of three. In
this way, a variable output voltage of
between 0 V and 15 V is obtained. In
practice. VDO is usually between 4 V
and 6.5 V, while VPROG lies between
12 V and 13.5 V. The output imped-
an ce of the opamps is low enough to
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PIC PROCESSORS - PORTRAIT OF A FAMILY

Below is a short discussion of
the block diagram of the
generic PJC16C5x processor.
For full data on all devices in
the PIC family, consult the
Microchip Technology data-
books.

PIC16C5x
The PIC16C5x from Microchip
Technology Ine. is a family of
low-cost, a-blt wide, fully statlc
eMDS microcontrollers with
on-chip EPROM. The core of
the processor has a RISe struc-
ture, and has an instruction set
of 33 instructions. A feature of
the RISe structure is that the
CPU is capable of executing
ane instruction per machine
cvc!e. except the jump instruc-
tions, which take two machine
cydes.
The 12-bit wide instructions
have a very campact structure.
Consequently, machine code
generated for the PIC16C5x is
cJaimed to be twice as campact
as tor other, comparable, s-btt
processors. Furthermore, Pie
processors contain circuitry to
reduce power drain and exter-
nal component count of a com-
plete system.
The internal power-on reset
circuit and start-up timer en-
sure that the processor is prop-
erly initialized after the power
supply is switched on. The
usual hardware for this pur-
pose may, therefore, be omit-
ted.
A choice of four oscillator
types is available. including a
low-energy oscillator based on
a crystal or a ceramic res-
onator, and an inexpensive Re
oscinator. The EPROMversions
of the PIC16C5x lindicated by
the suffix JW) allow the user to
seleet the osciJlator type during
the programming of the con-
fig-uration ward. By contrast,
the oscillator type selection is
fixed by the manufaeturer for
OTP tone-time programmable)
versions of the processor. The
letters after the type number
indicate whieh oscillators mav
be used with the processor.
Extensions XT and HS indlcate
a crvstal or a ceramic res-
onator; LP indicates a low-
power oscillator; and RC

I STATUS (131
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FilE
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indicates a simple Re asciIIa-
tor. The fourth oscillator option
is the use of an already avail-
able clock signal, which mav
be used on all proeessors.

Generalspecifications
Clock frequency: d.c. - 20 MHz
Instruction time: infinite to

200 ns
Instruction width: 12 bit
Bus width: 8 bit
EPROM memory: 512 - 2K x 12
Registers: 25 - 72 x 8 ISRAMI
Spec. func. registers: 7
Hardware stack: 2 levels
Addressing: direct. indireet

and relative

1/0 functions
1/0 fines:
RTC/counter:

10 - 20
8 bit with

a-blt prescaler
Watchdog timer: internal, with

RCoscillator
Protection: EPROM,via fuse
Energy reduction: via sleep

mode

PIC16C71
This PIC processor is an up-
graded derivative of the
PIC16C5x. lt features, among
others, an integrated A-O con-
verter. The processor handles
14-bit wide instructions, which
are executed in one machine

Type EPROM RAM 1/0 pins

FIC16C54 512x12 32x8 13 18
PIC16C55 512x12 32x8 21 28
I'IC16C56 1Kx12 32x8 13 18
IC16C57 2Kx12 BOxB 21 28

cycle. As with the 16C5x, two
cycles are needed for a jump
instruction. The processor rec-
ognizes four interrupt sourees,
and has an eight-Ievel stack.
The on-chip A-O converter has
four channels, a sample-and-
hold function, and aresolution
of 8 bits, The toleranee is
±1 LSB, while the complete
conversion time ls 30 us.

Generalspecifications
Clock frequency: d.c. - 16 MHz
Instruetion time: infinite to

250 ns
Instruction width: 14 bit
Bus width: 8 bit
EPROM memory: 1K x 14
Registers: 36 x 8 ISRAMI
Spec. func. reqlsters: 15
Hardware stack: 8 levels
Addressing: direct, indirect

and relative

1/0 functions
1/0 lines:
RTC/counter:

13
8 bit with

8-bit presealer
Watchdog timer: internal, with

RCoscillator
A-D converter: 8 ehannels, 8-bit
Protection: EPROM, via fuse
Energy reduction: via sleep

mode

PIC16C84
The PIC16C84 is also a static
controller, onlv this type has an
EEPROM program memory of
1Kx14 and an EEPROM data
memory of 64 bytes. Further-
more, the maximum clock fre-
queney ls lower than that of
other PIC processora. In prac-

tice, a maximum of about
10 MHz is achieved, which re-
sults in a minimum machine
cycle length of 400 ns.

Generalspecifications
Clock frequency: d.c. - 10 MHz
Instruction time: infinite to

400 ns
Instruction width: 14 bit
Bus width: 8 bit
EPROM memory: 1K x 14
Registers: 36 x 8 ISRAMI
Spec. fune. registers: 15
Hardware stack: 8 levels
Addressing: direct, indirect

and relative

1/0 tunctions
1/0 lines:
RTC/counter:

10 - 20
8 bit with

8-bit prescafer
Watchdog timer: internal, with

RCoscillator
Protection: EPROM,via fuse
Enerqv reduction: via sleep

mode

PIC17C42
The 17C42 is larqelv similar to
the other processors in the
farnilv. However, it has no
fewer than 55 instructions,
each of which is executed in
one maehine cycle. At a clock
frequency of 16 MHz, a ma-
chine cycle lasts 250 ns. All op-
codes are 16-bit wide, so that
instructions can be packed in a
single 'word'. This processor is
eapable of addressing a pro-
gram memory of up to 64 K x
16. The interna I program mem-
ory has a size of 2K x 16.

General specifications
Clock trequency: d.c. - 16 MHz
Instruction time: infinite to

250 ns
16 bit
8 bit

2K x 16
232 x 8

48
16 x 16

40

Instruction width:
Bus width:
EPROM memory:
Registers:
Spec. tune. registers:
Hardware stack:
Pins:

1/0 functions
1/0 lines:
Interrupts:
16-bit counters/timers:
16-bit capture registers:
1O-bit PWM outputs:
Serial ports:
RTC/eounter:

max.33
11
3
2
2
1

8 bit with
8-bit prescalen

Watchdog timer: internat, with
Re oscillator

Protection: EPROM, via fuse
Energy reduction: via sleep

mode
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PIC PROGRAMM ER I

L

EB

Fig. 2. Track layouts (direct reading) and component mounting plan of the printed circuit board designed for the PIC programmer (PCB avail-
able ready-made).
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl-R4;R6-Rl0 = 10kQ
R5 = 270 Q
Rll;R12;R17;R18= lMQ
R13-R16;R19-R22 = 499kQ 1%

Capacitors:
Cl;C2 = 22pF
C3;C7;Cl0;Cll;C12 = 10MF 16V (radial,
pitch 2.5mm)
C5 = 22nF
C6;C9;C13;C15 = 220nF
C8;C14;C17-C23 = 100nF
C16 = 100~F 25V (radial)

Semiconductors:
01 = 1N4148
02 = 1N4007
U1 = 74HCT32
U2;U4;U8 = 74HC573
U3 = 62256 or 43256
U5 = PIC17C42 (order code 7161)
U6 = 74HC08
U7 = 74HC04
U9 = 74HC4040
U 10 = 74HCT4066
U13 = LM324N
U14 = MAX232
U15=7805

Miscellaneous:
Q1 = 16MHz crystal.
Xl = 9-way sub-D socket, angled pins,

PCS mount.
U 11 = ZIF28 socket for wide and nar-

row ICs (e.g., ARIES, RS no.
403825).

U12 = ZIF40 socket (e.g., ARIES, RS no.
403831 )

Printed circuit board and software
package, order code 940048 (see page
70).
The project software (diskette and
PIC17C421 is also available separately
as order code 7161 (see page 70).

enable dtrect connection to the lCs to
be programmed. The variable supply
voltage ts furnished by opamps U13a
and UJ3d. and the variable pro gram-
ming voltage, by U13b and U isc- Note
that the LM324 is supplied direct by
the adaptor's outpu t voltage.

Construction
The PIe programmer is simple to build
on the double-sided. through-plated.
printed circuit board of which the art-
work is shown in Fig. 2. This board is
best ordered rcady-made thrcugh our
Readers Servtces, and comes together
with the PIe programmcr's software
package (MSDOS program diskette and
PlC17C42). Sold er carefully. and use
solder tin spartngly. This prevents

Fig.3. Fully loaded printed circuit board before mounting in DB3 case.

short-ctrcutts which can take hours to
pinpoint and correct. The parts list and
the component overlay on the peB
should enable you to populate the pro-
grammer board without problems.
First, fit the passive components. tak-
ing good care to observe the polartty of
the electrolyUc capacitors. Have a good
thtnk about the ZIF sockets before you
mount them. The idea is to make thern
protrude from the front panel of the
plastic case. This is easily achieved by
inserting the ZIF sockets into a stack of
normal Je sockets. Alternatively, use
wire-wrap sockets to enable lhe herght
of the ZIF sockets above the board to
be trimmed accurately. The peB is de-
signed to fit into a type DB3 plastic en-
closure from LTP. The advantage of
tlus enclosure is that the PCB can be
secured with the atd of two strips.
whtch go round the problem of the ab-
sence of screw holes in the board.
The PIC17C42 (U5) is preferabty fit-

ted into an IC socket. so as to enable tt
to be replaeed easily wirh an updated
verston, All othcr ICs may be soldered
directly on to the PCB. although the
use of lC sockets is reeommended if
you want to reduee fault-finding time.
Once a11components are aecommo-

dated on to the board, the programmer
may be eonnected to the PC's serial
port. Ta keep this link as simple as
posstble, all necessary handshaking
lines have been interconneeted. The
link is established by a 9-to-9 pin ex-
tension cable without erossed wir-es. If
your pe has a 25-way se rtal port con-
neetor, use a 25-to-9 pin adaptor as
supplied wtth many mouse paekages.

Control software
The control software for the PIe pro-
grammer consists of two parts: (1) an
MSDOS diskette containing the pro-
gram to be run on a pe and (2) a ready-

prcgrammcd PIe 17C42 whieh contains
the program running on the program-
mer board. The software on the pe
does a11 the cornmumcaüon with the
programmer. and starts the neeessary
rouunes. Sinee the prograrnmer board
is also 'intelligent", the amount of traf-
ftc on the sertal link is reduced to a
minimum.
After starting the program PIC.EXE

on the PC, you are first prompted to
enter the PIe type to be programmed.
Obvtously, only types supported by Lhe
prograrnmer ean be seleeted. After the
type selecttcn. the program Irrst dts-
plays the type of processor. the mini-
mal and maxrmurn supply voltage, the
programming voltage. and the name of
thc file to be burned into the device.
Also shown are the options contained
in the configuration ward. These op-
tions differ. depending on the PIC type
selected. Finally. COMI: or COM2:
allow you to seleet between these serial
ports on your P'C.
The Ille to be programmed into the

PIC must already be present on the
diskette or hard disk - it can not be
genera ted by PICoEXE. The file formal
and avatlable instruetions will be dts-
cussed in the 'PIe Programming
Course' to be featured in future issues
of thts magazine. First, read the file
using the 'File' menu option. and then
program it by selecting the option
'Prog'. The configuration is bumed into
the processor by selecting the menu
option 'Fu se'. Mind you, the oscillator
type selection is fixed by the manufac-
turer. sinee tt is hardware dependent.
The 'Blank' optlon allows you to check
whether the PIC to be programmed is
empty. The function of 'Quif is obvt-
ous. An overview of available com-
mands may be called up by typing "?.•
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FIGURING IT OUT
PART 14 - VARYING INPUTS

By Owen Bishop

This series is intended to help you with the quantitative aspects of electronic design:
predicting currents, voltage, waveforms, and other aspects of the behaviour of circuits.

Our aim is to provide more than just a collection of rule-of-thumb formulas.
We will explain the underlying electronic theory and, whenever
appropriate, render some insights into the mathematics involved.

We continue the exploration of
circuit modelling by extending
it to deal with applied voltages
or currents that vary in time.
'Ib model a circuit with both ca-
pacitive and inductive elernents,
we need a second-order differ-
ential equation. In Part 13 we
showed that, ifthe elements are
in series (Fig. 118) and the ap-

R..._R
+ L

~ ~Li
~c..
c

930Q1Q-XIV·118

Fig.118

plied voltage is constant, the
equation has the form:

d2i R di 1.-:;-;-,r+_._+- ,~O [Eq.94]
dt Ldt LC

But the right-hand side of the
equation is zero only when we
have made the simplifying as-
sumption that the applied volt-
age is constant. This is an as-
sumption that sei dom can be
made. Moreoften, thevoltage, u,
varies in a regular manner. Für
example, it may Tamp up OTdown
at a fixed rate, it rnay vary si-
nusoidally, or it may increase
or decrease exponentially. We
need to be abJe to solve equations
ofthe form

d'i R di 1. 1 du~+_·_+_·t=_·-
dt L dt LC L dt

[Eq. 109]
in wh ich u: is a function of
time.Part 13shows howthis equa-
tion is obtained. The form ofthe

equation for a parallel LCR cir-
cuit is similar (see Eq. 108 in
Part 13). Remember that, al-
though we are analysingonly the
simplest of series and parallel
circuits, more complicated cir-
cuits can often be reduced to
thesecimplecircuits byusingthe
techniques of network reduc-
tion that we have discussed on
several occasions in previous
months.

Particular integral
Solving equations with the form
ofEq. 109 is dane in two stages.
First we solve the equation as if
the right-hand side equals zero.
The method for doingthis, based
on the auxiliary equation, was
described in Part 13. The result
obtained is known as the com-
plementary function (CF). At
this stage we can say that:

eompJemetary function = O.

Next, we need to find something
else to include in the left-hand
side ofthe equation, so that the
right-hand side equals (lIL)du/dt.
This 'sornething' is known as the
particular integral (PI):

CF + PI ~ (lIL)du/dt.

An example shows how to find
the particular integral. Suppose
that in Fig. 118: R = 500 n,
C = 200 ~F and L ~ 100 mH. Let
u. be a voltage that ramps up at
a rate of 20t2. Frorn these par-
ameters, R /L = 5000; lILC
~ 50 000; (lIL)dul dt ~ 400t. The
modelling equation is:

d2i di .
d?+5000 dt +50 0001~400t

[Eq. 110]
To find the CF, put the right-
hand side of Eq. UO equal to

zero:

.g+5000 ddi+50 OOOi~O
dt t

[Eq. 111]
Theauxiliaryequation ofEq.lll
is

m2 + 5000m + 50 000 = O.

Solvingthis by usingthe quadratic
formula (Part 13), we find that
it has real roots: ml = -10.02
and m2 = -4990.
The CF is:

i = Ae-1O.02t + Be-49901

where A and Bare arbitrary con-
stants whieh can be determined
if we are told two boundary con-
ditions.
Thfind the particularintegral,

we assume that the right-hand
side of the solution has the
form:

i ~ Ct + D

where C and D are eonstants. If
this 1S so, then:

di/dt = C
and
d2i/dt2 ~O.

Substituting these values in
Eq.110:

0+5000C+50 OOO(Ct+D)
~400t

.: 55 OOOCt+50 000D~400t

[Eq. 112]
We solve this equation by lock-
ing at the eoeffieients ofthe pow-
ers of t. The highest power of t
is t1. On the left, its coefficient
is 55 OOOC;on the right, its co-
efficient is 400. For Eq. U2 to
be satisfied by all possible values
of t, these coefficients must be

equal:

55 OOOC= 400
C = 400/55 000
= 7.27 x 10-3.

The coeffieient of tO is D on the
left. There is no term in tO on
the right, so the coeffieient is
zero:

D~O.

The PI is:

i = t(7.27xl0-3).

The complete general solution
is:

i= Ae-lQ02t + Be -4990t

+1(7. 27x 10-3)

[Eq. 113]
The first two terms in this gen-
eral solution are like those ob-
tained in Part 13 for a eonstant
applied voltage. Now we have an
additional term to allow for the
fact that the voltage is ramp-
ing.
In this example we assumed

that the right-hand side of the
equ.ation has the form Ci + D.
This was based on the fact that
on the right-hand side of'Eq. 109
the highest power of t is t1 If t
is of high er power or there are

Form of
RH side

Assumed
function

k
kt
kt2
k ein t
k cos t
ekt

C
Ct+D

Ct2+D +E
Ccosr-Dsinr

Cekl

Box 1. Functions tor particular
integrals (k is a constant).
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other functions oft, different as-
sumptions are made. Box l1ists
forms suitable for other cases.
We can now proceed, as usual,

to find a particular solution (not
to be confused with the particu-
lar integral). This is the solu-
tion obtained when two border
conditions are satisfied. Let us
assume that, when t = 0, i = O.
Also, when t = 0.01, i = 1 mA.
Substituting the conditions for
t = 0 in Eq. 113:

B =-A.

The equation becomes:

i= Ae-1O.02t _Ae-4990t

+t(7.27x10-")

=A(e-1O.021_e-4990t)

+t(7.27x1O-")

[Eq. 114]
SubstitutinginEq.114thevalues
when t = 0.01:

0.001 = A(e-O.I002 _ e-49.9)
+7 .27xlO-5

= 0.9047A + 7.27x10-5
and
A=(0.001-7.27x10-5J/0.9047
= 0.001025.

Substi tuting these values in
Eq. 114, we obtain the particu-
Iar so1ution:

i=0.001025(e-1002t _e-4990,)

+t(7.27x1O-")

[Eq. 115]
The graph of Eq. 115 for

0<1<0.01 appears as Fig. 119.
It shows the rapidincrease ofcur-
rent; this is necessary in order
to meet the condition thati =1mA
when t = 0.01 s. Remember that
when we specified thati = 0 when
t ::::0, this only means that i is
zero at that instant. In actual-
ity, it is passing through zero at
that irrstarrt toreach a relatively
high level soon after. Specifying
zero current at zero time does not
mean that there is no charge on
the capacitor and no magnetic
flux in the inductor. These must
have been present as the result
of a voltage apphed to the cir-
cuit before t = O. This is why the
current increases so rapidly.
However, the effeets of this die
away and the current begins to
deerease. After about 10 ms, the
circuit begins to show the ef-
feets of the new voltage ramp-
ing up from 0 V at t = O. The ef-
feets of this are better shown on
the right of Fig. 119, which is
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plottedon a longertirne seale. We
catisee tbat the current increases
steadily, keeping pace with the
upwardly-ramping applied volt-
age.
To sirnulate the conditions in

which thecurrent begins withno
charge on the capacitor and no
f1ux in the inductor, we make
the first bord er condition i = 0
when t = 0 as before. The sec-
ond eondition is that dildt = 0
when t = O. In words, the cur-
rent is constant at zero when
t ::::O.This makes B = -A as be-
fore and we obtain Eq. 114.
Differentlating Eq. 114:

di =A(_1O.02e-1U021
dt

+4990 e-49901)+ 7.27 x 10-3

Inserting the second bord er con-
dition:

o =A(-10.02+4990l+ 7.27x10-3
and
A = (7.27xlO-3)/4979.8
= 1.46x10-6.

The pat-ticular equation is:

i = (1.46x10-6)(e-JO·02' _e-49901)
+t(7.27xlQ-3).

It ean be seen that, because A is
so srna ll , the final expression
dominates the equation. Current
increases at the rate of 7.27 mA
per second without the appre-

40 50 60
tt;;

20 3010

93001o.XI~-'19

Fig. 119

ciable irritial 'kick' ofFig. 119.

Operator 0
Before we model any further cir-
cuits. we will look ata technique
that often si mplifies finding the
solution ofdifferential equations.
This method 1Sbased on a dif-
ferent way of symbolizing dif-
ferentiation. lnstead of writing
dildt, we write Di. D is not a
quantity or variable, but an op-
erator, whichmeans 'd__ifferen-
tiate'. We usually refer to it as
operator D. We are using it to
representdifferentiation ofi with
respeet to t, but it can be used
for any other pair of variables,
for example x. and y. Using this
symbol, Dx3 = 3x2. The rules of
differentiat.ion apply exaetly as
usual.
The idea of D is extended to

differentiating adifferential. We
obtain the second differential:

Similarly, we have the reverse
operation, represented by the
symbol 11D , which means 'irrte-
grate':

Note that we do not irrtroduce the
constant of'integration when we
are working with D.
Representing Eq. 109 in terms

1. F(D) e'" = eat F(a)
2_ F(D)leat f(x)J = ew F(D + a) fex)
3a. F(D2) sin ax = F(-a2) sin ae

3b. F(D2) cos ax = F(-a2) cos ax

Box 2. Operator 0 theorems.

FIGURING !T OUT - PART 14

of operator D gives:

D2 R D. 1 .
L+-' L+-·L=UL LC

[Eq. 116]
Now comes the interesting pnint
about D. Although we have said
it is not a variable, it can be
shown that it ean be man ipu-
lated in equations and behave as
if it were a variable. For exam-
ple, we can factot-ize the left-
hand side ofEq. 116:

(D' R D 1).+_.+- ·L=ll
L LC

There 1S no advantage in using
operator D with such an equa-
tion, which 18 easy enough to
solve by the method used above.
Operator D real1y comes into its
own when we are modelling cir-
cuits in which input voltages
vary sinusoidal1y (or ccain us-
oidally) or exponentially. For ex-
ample, eonsider aseries LCR
circuit as in Fig. 118, but with
the following vaJues: R = 1.5 n,
C = 1 F andL = 0.5 H. The input
voltage, II = -Icos 3t)!6, is sinu-
soidal. CaJculating coeffieients
gives: R /L = 3 and lILC = 2.
Differentiating u and dividing by
L produces sin 3t. The equation
modelling this circuit is:

d2i di . .
;u:r+3 dt +2l=sm 3t

[Eq. 117]
When using operator D, we

first find the complementary func-
tion in the usual way. The aux-
iliary equation 18:

m2 +3m +2 = O.

Although we nearly always need
to use the quadratic formula to
solve this equation, there are
cases like this one in whieh it.fac-
torizes easily:

(m + l)(m + 2) = 0,

so that ml = -1 and 1112= -2.
Both roots are real and so the
CF is:

i = AE-t +Be-2t.

We make use of operator D for
finding the particular funetion.
The advantage of D is that

there are three very helpful the-
orems associated with it. Their
proofs are rather lengthy, so we
do not have spaee he re to ex-
plain them. The theorems are
stated in Box 2. They look rather
obscure, but they are easy to use
as will be shown by this exam-
pie. First, rewrite Eq. 117 in terms
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ofD:

D2i +3Di + 2i = sin 3t.

Factorizing:

(D2+ 3D + 2)i ~ sin 3t,

whence

1 . 3
L 2 -ain t
D +3D+2

Notice how we move the terms
in D across from Olle side of the
equation to the other, just as if
they were variables. Now look
at Theorem 3a inBox2. This teIls
us that, if we have a function of
D which includes D2,and this is
multiplied by sin ax (in which a
is a constant), we can replace
D2 by -a2. In this example, we
have t as the variable instead of
x. The constant a is equaJ to 3,
so we replace D2 by -32, which
is -9:

1--::--..:.:::--::-.ein 3t
-9+3D+2
1 .~--·sm 3t

3D-7

Having eliminated the D2, it re-
mairis for us to eliminate the D.
We juggle with the fraction on
the right, multiplying top and
bottom by 3D + 7:

3D+7 .
(3D_7X3D+7)·sm 3t

3D+7 .sin 3t
9D2 -49

Once again, we have D2in the de-
nominator, so we use Theorem
3a again and replace D2 with
-9:

3D+7 . 3t-sm
-81-49

~-(3D+7)sm ~
130

-(3D sm 3t+7 sm 3t)
130

The ter-m 3D ein 3t means 'three
times the differential of sin 3f,
which equals 9 CQS 3t and the
PI becomes:

-(9 cos 3t +7 sm 3t)
130

Thus, the general solution (CF
+ PI) is:

Aß-i +Be-2/-{9cos3t+7sin3t)
130

[Eq. 118J
Eq. 118 has two arbitrary con-
stants so it can be solved, given

i
[mA[

f
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two border ccnditions. Fig. 120
shows the graph ofthe solution,
given i ~ 0 and dildt ~ 0 at t ~ O.
Note how the curve begins with
zero gradient (di/dt ~ 0).Afterthe
initial upsurge, the current set-
t1es down to a sinusoidal form,
symmetrical about the z-axis, and
lagging slightly behind the input
voltage.

Exponential input
In Fig. 121 the input to the cp-
erational arnplifier rises expo-
nentially. The opamp is a voltage
follower, so the inpu t to the LCR
circuit follows the same curve.
The switch is set to charge Cl to
5 V. When t ~ 0, the switch is
set to discharge Cl' It can be
shown by the methods describ-
ned in Part 12 that:

u = 5e-0.4545t.

The coefficients for the equation
modelling the LCR circui t are

930010·XIV·121

Fig. 121

R /L ~250 and lILC ~ 1000. The
equation is:

d2· di
-' +250·-+ 1000i
dt2 dt

~ -11. 3625e-"·45451

[Eq. 119J
The auxiliary equation is:

",2 + 250m + 1000 ~ 0

and its roots are ml = -4 and
m2 ~ 246 (approximately). The
CFis:

i = Ae-41+ Be-246(

As before, we use D to find the
PI. Writing Eq. 119 in terms of
D:
(D2+ 250D + 1000)i
~ -11.3625e-045451

. -11. 3625e-0. 4545',-
- D2+250D+ 1000

0.2

0.'

-0.1

- 0.2

Theorem 1 1S the appropriate
choice since the right-hand side
of Eq. 119 is simply an expo-
nential term involving t only in
the index of e. To apply the the-
orem, we have only to write the
exponential term as it stands,
but to replace D by a. This makes
the calculation easier than the
previous exarnple. In this ex-
ample, a ~ -0.4545, so we find:

t
[rns] -11. 3625 -0. 4545/

-0.45452 + 250x-0.4545 +1000
=- -0. 0128 e-O.4545I

This is the PI. Adding this to
the CF, we obtain the cornplete
solution:

i= Ae-41 +Be-246t

+(-0. 0128e-".4545' )

Given two border conditions, we
canfindAandBin the usual way
and so obtain the particular so-
lution.
This month, we have mod-

elled only series LCR circuits,
but parallel circuits can be mod-
elled in a very similar way and
solved using operator D.

[Tobe continued l

Testyourself
1. Given the complete solution
ofEq. 118 and the border con-
drtions that i ~ 0 and di/dt
~ 0 when t ~ 0, find the par-
ticular solution.

2. Given the complete solution
ofEq.119 and the border con-
ditions that i = 0 when t = 0,
and ze 10mA whenz c 100ms,
find the particular solution
and calculatet when t =250ms.

3. Given a circuit as in Fig.118,
with R ~ 100 Q, C ~ 2000 pF,
L ~ 10 mH, and u ~ 0.08eO•5',
wri te the modelling equation
and the genera1solution.Given
that when t ~ 0, i ~ 0 rnA and
di/dt ~ 4 A s-I, find the par-
ticular solution. Calculate the
current wben t = 100 ms.

Answers to
Testyourself (Part 13)
l. i ~ _0.01e-2500t cos 9354t
- 0.03457e-25001 sin 9354t.
Underdamped. At 0.0008 s,
i ~ -4.85 rnA.

2. i ~ l.0097e-9·lt-D.9097e-9900.9t.
After 0.5 ms the cur-rcnt peaks
at 1 A, then falls to 0.406 A
at 100 ms. It falls to 0.01 A
after 255 ms.
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DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVERS

(PART 1)

SOME NOTES ON DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
The direct conversion or synchrodyne receiver was invented several decades ago, but
only with the advent of modern semiconductor technology has it come into its own as
a viable design alternative. Although most designs are intended for novices, and lack

certain features of high-grade superheterodyne receivers, the modern direct
conversion receiver (OCR) is capable of exciting performance.

Acase can be made for the assertion
that the modern DeR is capable of

performing as good as many middle
grade communications receivers.
Although that assertion may seem very
bold indeed, the resu1ts of my 1iterature
search and experience building several
different models be ars it out. While no
one, least of alJ this author, would repre-
sent the DeR as capable of the best pos-
sible performance, modern designs are
no langer in the hobbiest curiosity ca te-
gory. In this two-part article you will find
the basic theory of operation, some of the
appropriate circuits, and some of the ac-
tual designs tried on the workbench.

Basic theory of operation
The DeR is similar to the superhetero-
dyne in underlying concept: the receiver
radio frequency (RF) signal ia translated
in frequency by nonlinear mixing with a
local oscil1ator (LO) signal ('heterodyn-
ing'). Figure 1 shows the basic block dia-
gram for the 'front end' of both types of
receiver. The mi xer is a non linear ele-
ment that combines the two signals, F RF
and F LQ. Tbe output of the mixer con-
tains a number of different frequencies
that obey the relationship.

Where:
Fo is the output frequency;
F RF is the frequency of tbe received radio
signal;
F LQ is the frequency produced by the
local oseil1ator;
(All frequencies in same units).
m and n are integers (0, 1, 2, 3, .. .).

By Joseph J. Carr, B.Sc., MSEE

Mixer

FLO

Local
Oscillator

940015 -I· 11

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the heterodyne
frequency conversion circuit that forms the
basis of both the superheterodyne and direct
conversion receivers (OCR). In the OCR, FlO
= FRF•

to FRF and F LO plus the product frequen-
eies CFRP+F LO)' and CF RF'-F LQ). The latter
two are called surn and difference in-
termediate frequencies (lF). Other
products are eertainly present, but for
purposes of this discussion at-e regarded
as negligible.
In a superheterodyne radio receiver, a

tuned bandpass filter will select either

the surn IF or tbe difference IF, while re-
jecting the other IF, the LO and RF sig-
nals. Most of the gain (which helps
determine sensitivity) and the selectivity
ofthe receiver are accomplished at the IF
frequency. In older receivers it was al-
most universally true that the differenee
IF frequency was selected (455 KRz and
460 KHz being very commonl, but in
modern communications receivers either
01' both might be selected. For ex am ple, it
is common to use a 9-MHz IF amplifier
on high frequeney (HF) band shortwave
receivers. On bands below 9 MHz, the
sum IF is selected while on bands above
9 MHz the difference IF is selected. A
popular combination on amateur radio
receivers uses a 9-MHz IF eombined with
a 5 to 5.5-MHz variable frequency oscil-
lator. To receive the 75/80~meter band
(3.5 to 4.0 MHz), the sum IF is used. The
same combination of LO and IF frequen-
eies will also receive the 20-meter (14.0
to 14.4 MHz) band if the difference IF
(i.e., 14.0-5 = 9 MHz) is used.
In a DeR, on the other hand, only the

difference IF frequency is used (see
Fig. 2). Because the DeR LO operates at
the same frequency as the RF carrier, 01'

on a nearby frequeney in the ease of CW

[lJ

Local
All frequencies other than FRF and F LO Oscillator
are product frequencies. In general,
we are only interested in the eases where
m and n are either 0 or 1, so the output
frequeney spectrum of interest is li:mited Fig.2. Block diagram of a generic direct conversion receiver.

Input
Signal

Conditioning
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and 88B reception, the difference fre-
quency represents the audio modulation
ofthe radio signal. Amplitude modulated
(AM) signals are accommodated by zero-
beating the LO to the radio signal signal
making FLO :::: FRF(carrierJ' Thus, only the
recovered upper and lower sidebands will
pass through the system, and they are at
audio frequency.
For CW signals (morse code on-off

telegraphy), and single sideband signals,
it is necessary to offset the LO frequency
slightly to recover the signal. For the CW
case one rnust select a comfortable tone
(wh ich is an individual preference). In
my own case, I am most comfortable
using an 800-Hz note when copying CW,
so will offset the LO from the RF by
800 Hz. For example, when eopying a CW
signal at, say, 3650 KHz, the LO will be
tuned to either 3649.2 KRz or
3650.8 KHz. In either case, the beat note
heard in the output is 800 Hz. Single
sideband (8SB) reception requires an off-
set of the order of 1.8 to 2.8 KHz for
proper reception.
As was true in the superheterodyne

receiver', most of tbe gain and selectivity
in the DCR is provided by the stages
after the first mixer. While the super-
heterodyne uses the IF amplifier chain
for this purpose, followed by second de-
tection and audio amplification, the DeR
rnust use only the audio arnplifier chain.
Thus, it be comes necessary to provide
some very high ga in audio amplifiers and
audio bandpass filtering in the DCR de-
sign.
One implication of DeR operation is

the lack of single signal operation. Both
CW and SSB signals will appear on both
sides of the zero-beat point (F RF::::F LO ex-
actly). While this feature can be a prob-
lem, it has at least one charrning
attribute on 88B reception: the DeR will
receive LSB signals on one side of zera-
beat and USB signals on the other side of
zero-beat. There have been attempts to
provide single-signal reception of 8SB
signals on DeRsJ by using audio and
VFO phasing circuits (in the manner of
the phasing method of SSB generation).
That approach greatly increases the com-
plexity of the receiver, which may make
other design approaches more reasonable
than DCRs.'
The most basic implementation of the

DeR (Fig. 2) required only a mixer
stage, a local oscillator and an audio am-
plifier. In fact, if the mixer has a high
enough output signal level, and high im-
pedance earphones are used to detect the
audio, some designs can make do without
the audio amplifier. These are, however,
a rarity and the one version that I tried
did not work very weIl.
In some DeR designs, there will be op-

tional RF input signal conditioning con-
sisting of either a low-pass filter,
high-pass filter, er bandpass filter (as ap-
propriate) to select the desired signal 01'

reject uudeaired signals. Without some
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Fig.3. Interna I circuit of the SRA-1 and SBL-1 passive double balanced mixers. Inset shows
pin-outs on devlce package.

frequency selection at the front end, the
mixer is wide open with respect to fre-
quency, and may be unable to prevent
some unwanted signal, or spurious com-
binations of signals, from entering the
receiver circuits. Some designs will in-
c1ude more than one style of filter. For
example, a popular combination uses a
single staged tuned resonant circu it at
the input of the mixer to select the RF
signal to be received and a high-pass fil-
ter - with a cut-off frequency, F"o' of
2,200 KHz - which is designed to ex-
clude AM broadcast band signals. The
reason for such an arrangement is that
the AM signal may be quite intense,
being of local origin, and is therefore ca-
pable of overr-iding the minor selectivity
provided by the tuned circuit.
The RF amplifier used in the front-

end is also optional, and is used to pro-
vide extra gain, and possibly some
selectivity. The gain ie needed to over-
come losses or inherent insenai tivi ty in
the mixer design. Not an mixers requi re
the RF amplifier, so it .is frequently
deleted in published designs. In general,
RF amplifiers are used only in DCRs op-
erating above 14 MHz. Below 14 MHz,
signals tend to be relatively strong and
man-made noise tends to be much
stronger than inherent mixer noise."

Mixer circuits
The principal element in any direct con-
versinn receiver (DCR) is the mixer. The
mixer is a nonlinear circuit that exhibits
changes ofimpedance over cyclical excur-
sions of the input signals. When mixing
linear, one signal will ride on the other
as an algebraic sum, but the product fre-
quencies are not generated. A mixet- that
produces product frequencies can be used
either in DeRs or superheterodyne re-
ceivers. In superheterodyne receiver ter-
minology it is common to call the
frequency translation mixer tbat pro-
duces the IF a first detector, and the

mixer that recovers the audio modula-
tion either a product detector or second
detector, even though the same type of
circuit can be used for both cases.
There are any number of mixer cir-

cuits used in radio receivers, and most of
them are candidates for use in direct con-
version receivers. As you will see, how-
ever, not a11mixers are created equal, so
some are better suited to DeR applica-
tions than others. In nearly all cases, the
output circuit of the mixer will be a low-
pass filter that passes audio frequencies,
but not RF frequencies.
Two issues see m to predominate

mixer selection: sensitivity and dy-
namic range. The former determines
how small a signal can be detected, while
the latter determines the ratio between
the mi nimum detectable signal and the
maximum detectable signal. There are
some passive mixers that produce so
much loss, so much noise and require so
much signal strength to operate in tbe
first place that they are simply not suited
to DCR design unless adequate pream-
plifica tion is provided. Such detectors
can sometimes be put to good use in su-
perheterodyne receivers because they are
preeeded by the gain of the front-end and
the IF amplfier chains, which can be con-
siderable.
There are two issues that must be ac-

counted for when selecting or building
the mixer element of the DeR. First,
there is always the possibility of radia-
tion of the loeal oseillator (LO) signal
through the antenna. In order to prevent
this problem, it is necessary to keep the
mixer unilateral, i.e. signal flowing only
in one direction. Some mixers are inher-
ently good in this respect, while others
are a bit problematical. In cases where
LO radiation migh t occur it is recom-
mended that an RF amplifier be used
ahead of the mixer, regardless of
whether or not it is needed for purposes
of improving sensitivity.
The second problem tb at must be rec-

,
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Fig. 4. Balanced mixer based on the CAM
3026A rc device.

ognized 18 transmisaion of the RF 01' LO
signals to the output of the mixer. Many
forme of mixer are pat-ticul arly bad in
this respect, while others are conaider-
ably better. TheoreticalJy any mixer can
be used for the front-end of the DCR,
however, the simple halfwave rectifier
diode envelope detectors are not at a11
recommended.
Perhaps the best passive form of

mixer is the double balanced mixer
(DEM) ofFig. 3. This circuit provides su-
per-im-suppression of the LO and RF sig-
nals in the output, leaving only the surn
and difference IF frequencies. This type
of mixer uses the same sort of diode ring
circuit as the single balanced mixer dis-
cussed above, but adds a second ti-ans-
former to the circuit for the RF signal. In
this ci rcui t, the LO signal is driven in
p ush-pull across two opposite nodes of
the diode ring, while the RF signal drives
the alternate nodes in push-pull.
All of these diode mixers can be made

with either hot carrier diodes (preferred)
01' ordinary silicon small-signal or
switching diodes (those in the IN914 and
lN4l48 class are suitable). In either
case, performance is improved if the
diodes are matched. While matching is
best done on an oscillographic curve
tracer, silicon switching diedes can be
crudely matched by comparing torward

j
j
jji_r---'

Low-Pass
Filter0'.
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and reverse resistance readings obtained
with an ohmmeter. AJthough not an opti-
mal match, the resistance matehing
scheme results in superior performance
over randomly seleeting the diodes.
One of the most popular forms of com-

mercial DEM18the Mini-Circuits (P.O.
Eox 166, Erooklyn, NY, 11235, USA;
phone 718-934-4500) SRA-series and
SBL-8eries devices. The pin pattern for
the shielded case of these mixers is
shown as an inset to Fig. 3, while the pin
assignments are shown in the associated
table. Note that pin 1 is indicated by a
blue bead insulator around the pin, while
the other pins will have a different color.
Also, on the top of the mixer case the let-
ters 'MCU appear (which is the manufac-
turer's logo), and the 'M' is positioned
directly above pin 2. These mixers are
used in many published DCR designs,
where they have proved an excellent
choice. They are designed for 50-0. input
and output impedances, so are relatively
easy to match with tuned circuits and LC
filters. The RF signal must be kept at
+1 dEm or below, while the LO signal
rnust be around +7 dBm. At an imped-
an ce of 50 Q, the +7-dBm signal level
represents about 5 mW, or 500 mVrms
(1.4 Vpp).
An active mixer can be built with any

of several different integrated circuits, 01'
their discrete equivalents. One approach
uses analog multiplier circuits, while an-
other uses simple differential amplifier
circuits. The mixet of Fig. 4 is based on
the CA-3028A differential IFIRF ampli-
fiel' IC. The differential input impedance
(pins 1 to 5) is of the order of 1 kQ, while
the differential output impedance (pjns 6
to 8) is 8 ko.. For an input circuit, there-
fore, a transformer is needed that con-
verts the antenna impedance (typically
50 Q) to 1000 Q. This transformet can
have a tapped primary that matches

50 Q at the tap, while still providing tun-
ing action to seleet input signals. The
output network consists of an audio
transformet with a 10-kO:primary and a
lower impedance secondary. The audio
output ofthis circuit is quite low, despite
being an active circuit, so it must be fol-
lowed by ccnsiderable audio gain (80 to
100 dEI.

Considerations tor good
OCRdesigns
It probably daes not surprise many read-
ers that there are some principles of good
design that result in superior DCR per-
formance. Sorne of these principles were
discussed by Campbell'' and cther s''.
Even relatively simple DCR designs, in-
cluding those based on the Signetres
NE602 integrated circuit double bal-
anced modulator! and the popular
LM386 audio amplifier, have proven to
be very sensitive and free of hum and mi-
crophonics. even though that combina-
tion is not without critics. Dillon's
design, which was tested in the laborato-
r-ies of the American Radio Relay League
(ARRL), proved rernarkably free of the
problems often associated with simple
DCR designs."
One method for terminating the mixer

1S to place a resistor-capacitor (Re) net-
work across the IF OUT terminals of the
mixer and ground (see Fig. 5). The SEL-
1 is designed for 50 0. input and output
impedances, so the device is terminated
in it chat-actei-istic impedance at RF f1'e-
quencies by the 51-Q reaistor (R1).
Because capacitor Cl has a value that
produces a high reactance at audio fre-
quencies (AF), and a low reactance at RF,
the mixer is terminated for any residual
LO and RF signal (whieh are absorbed by
R1), but AF is transmitted to the low-
pass filter.

•
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Fig.5. Block diagram of mixer output circuit
used in direct conversion receivers. Fig.6. Direct conversion H.F. receiver using the NE602and LM386 integrated circuits.
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Fig.7. Direct conversion receiver based on the TDA7000 integrated circuit.

Some practical design
approaches

The NE602 type ofDCR is relatively easy
to build, and provides reasonable perfor-
mance for little effort. The NE602 chip is
relatively easy to obtain, and for the
most part is well behaved in circuits (i.e.
it does what it is supposed to da). It has
about 20 dB of conversion gain, so can
help overcome some circuit lasses, and
reduces slightly the amount of gain re-
quired of the audic amplifier that fol-
lows. The NE602 can provide very good
sensitivity, on the order ofO.3)lV is rela-
tively easy to obtain, but lacks something
in dynamic range. Although- the apecifi-
cations of the device allow it to accept
signals up to -15 dEm, at least one
source recommended a maximum signal
level of -25dBm t At higher input signal
levels, the NE602 tends to fall apart'
The newer NE612 IS basical1y the same
chip, but has improved dynamic range.
While I have not personally tried the
newer variety, it is reputed to be a
greatly improved device compared to the
NE602.
The Dillon design shown in Fig. 6

uses the push-pull outputs of the NE602
(i.e. both pins 4 and 5), and is superior to
the single-ended variety. According to
Dillon, the balanced output approach im-
proves the performance, especially in re-
gard to AM BCB breakthrough. Also
helping the breakthrough problem is the
use of a 47-nF capacitor across the out-
put terminals of the NE602.
Daulton takes exception to the use of

the NE602 as the DCR front-end, and
prefers instead to use the TDA7000 chip.
While functionally similar to the NE602,
the TDA7000 is more complex and is said
to deliver superior performance with re-
spect to dynamic range and signal over-
load characterrstice. Figure 7 shows a
DeR front-end circuit based on the
TDA7000 after Daulton's design. This

circuit uses the same balanced front-end
as other designs and. like the typical
NE602 design, uses the interna1 oscilla-
tor for the variable frequency oscillator
(VFO). The circuit following this front-
end should be of the sort typically found
in the NE602 designs. This particular
variant uses the internal operation al arn-
plifiers of the TDA7000 to provide active
bandpass filteri.ng.
Figure 8a shows the passive diplexer

used by Campbell''. It consists of several
inductor, resistor and capacitor elements
that form both lew-pass and high-pass
filter sections. The values of the induc-
tors (L1, L2 and L3) are selected wi th
their d.c. resistance in mind, so it is im-
portant to use the originally specified
components, or their exact equivalents
in replicating the project. Carnpbell used
Toko Type 10RB inductors: LI is a
181LY-392J, La a 181LY-273J and L3 a
181LY-273J.
The matched 50-0. audio preamplifier

is shown in Fig. 8b, and is an improved
version of the LewalIen circuit.
According to Campbell, this circuit pro-
vides about 40 dB of gain, and offers a
noise fi.gure of about 5 dB. The range of
input signals that it will accommodate
ranges frorn about 10 nV to 10 mV, with-
out undue distortion. These specifica-
tions make the amplifier a good match to
the DBM. Like the Lewallen circuit, the
Campbell circuit uses a grounded base
input amplifier (Tl)' and an active decou-
pler (T,). But Campbell also adds an
emitter followerlbuffer amplifier (T3)'
A set of three passive audio filters,

which can be switched into 01' out of the
circu'it, is shown in Fig. 8c. These filters
are designed for termination in an im-
pedance of 500 11.Three different band-
passes are offered: 1 KHz, 3 KHz and
4 KHz. The 4-KHz filter is a fifth order
Butterworth design, while the 3-KHz fil-
ter 1S a seventh order elliptical design
after Niewiadomski!". The 1000 Hz de-

b

c

Fig. 8. a) Diplexer circuit used to terminate
the mixer and filter the audio; b) audio
preamplifier for direct conversion receiver;
c) audio bandpass filters with three switch
selectable bandpass characteristics.

sign is scaled from the 3000 Hz design.
Campbell claims that these filters of-
fered a shape factor of 2.1:1, with an es-
sentially flat passband "...with rounded
corners, no ripple and no ringing."
CampbelJ irnpl ied the use of switch-

ing, as shown in Fig. 8c, but did not ac-
tually show the circuitry. As shown here,
the switching involves use of a pair of
ganged SP3P rotary switches. In a short
time in the future I will be working on a
PIN diode switched variant for a differ-
ent purpose, and see DO immediate rea-
son why it shouldn't work.
A complex DCR was designed by

Breed, and reported in the amateur radio
literature as a direct conversion single
sideband receiver.' The single sideband
(SSB) mode is properly called single
sideband suppressed carrier ampli-
tude modulation, for it is a variant of
AM that reduces the RF carr-ier and one
of the two AM sidebands to negligible
levels. This mode is used in HF transmis-
sions because it reduces the bandwidth
required by half, and removes the carrier
that produces heterodyne squeels on the
shot-twave bands.
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Fig.9. Phasing-style direct conversion receiver for improved single sideband reception.

There are two methods for generating
8SB. The most common today uses a dou-
ble balanced modulator to combine a
fixed carrier and the audio signal to pro-
duce a double sideband suppressed car-
rter output signal; the unneeded
sideband is then removed by filtering.
The oIder and more complex variant uses
a phasing method of 8SB generation.
Breed uses the inverse process to demod-
ulate 8SB signals in a clever, but earn-
plex, receiver design (Fig. 9). This circuit
splits the incoming RF signal into two
components and then feeds them both to
separate mixers. These mixers are dri-
ven 90 degrees out of phase by a VFO
that produces ~45° and +450 outputs.
The respective outputs of the mixers are
amplified and then fed to bilateral 90°
audio phase shift networks where they
are recombined. The output of the phase
shift network is filtered in a lew-pass fil-
ter and bandpass filter, to provide the re-
covered modulation.

Audio circuits
The audio chain in the direct conversion
receiver tends to be very high gain in
order to cornpensate for the low output
levels usually found on the mixer cir-
cuits. The principal job of the audio am-
plifier is to increase the signal level by

Fig. 10. Audio stage based on the LM386
audio integrated circuit.
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an arnount that will create a comfortable
listening level, while also tailoring the
bandpass characteristics of the overall
teeeiver to limi t naise and other ar-ti-
facts. Although any number of discrete
and integrated circuit (JC) circuits are
suitable, most designers today tend to
use the IC vers ions. Figure 10 shows a
simple LM-386 design, while the pub-
lished literature shows many other de-
signs as well.!'
The LM386 design of Fig. 10 is the

single-ended configuration for the
LM386 Iow-power audio stage. This IC
device contains both preamplifiers and
power amplifiers for a nominal output
power of 250 mW. The LM386 series of
audio power ICs are easy to use, but be-
cause of the high gain needed will oscil-
late if layout is not correct, 01' if
grounding is not proper. There are two
basic circuit configurations for the
LM386. The differential version was
shown in Fig. 6 (Dillon's design), while
Fig. 10 shows the more common single-
ended design. The gain of the circuit can
be either 46 dB (x200) when capacitor C,
is used, or 26 dB (x20) when C, is deleted
(leave pins 1 and 8 open-circuited).

Local oscillator circuits
The Iocal oscillator (LO) for a continu-
ously tunable receiver of any description
is basically a variable frequency oscilla-
tor (VFO). Although higher grade re-
ceivers today typically use frequency
synthesis techniques for generating the
LO signal, the standard inductcr-capaci-
tor (LC) controlled VFO still has appeal
for less complex receivers. The VFO used
for the LO in receivers is pretty much the
same as the VFO in transmitters, so
transmitter VFOs are frequently used.
There are some cases, however, where a
receiver LO has at least one specification
that 1S more rigid than the transmitter
equivalent: rnany receivers have a re-
quirement for low FM phase noise. In the
main, however, amateur radio applica-
tions of direct conversion receivers typi-
cally use the transmitter VFO for the

receiver as weIl.
Several different VFO designs are

used for receiver LOs: Armstrong,
Hartley, Colpitts/Clapp and an ampli-
tude limiting design. The first three of
these circuits are recognized according to
the nature of their respective feedback
networks, while the other is recognized
by the special connection of a trans-
former. Note that the Colpitts and Clapp
are basically the same circuit, except
that the Colpitts uses a parallel tuned
LC frequency setting network and a
Clapp oscillator uses aseries tuned LC
network.
VFO circuits consist of an active ele-

ment (transistor, IC, etc.) and a feedback
network that must meet the Bark-
hausen criteria far feedback oscilla-
tors: 1) the loop gain of the circuit must
be unity or greater, and 2) the feedback
must be in-phase with the amplifier
input signal. In most circuits, there is
180 degrees of phase inversion between
input and output, so the feedback net-
work must provide an additional 180 de-
grees at the desired frequency of
oscillation. In practical terms, far HF
VFO circuits these criteria result in a
need for a gain-bandwidth product (Ft) in
a bipolar transistor of 250 MHz or more
and a gain (Hre) greater than ten. The
high F, prevents unplanned phase
changes at higher frequencies within the
VFO range. For field effect transistors a
transconductance of 2,000 siemens or
more is usually required. In this article I
have same what arbitrarily selected the

I I"
MPF102
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Fig. 11. Hartley VFO circuit.
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Fig. 12. Colpitts VFQ circuit.
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Fig. 13. Low-noise HF VFO circuit.

junction field effect transistor (JFET) of
the MPFI02 class to serve in the circuit
illustrations. In addition, because the
NE602 is so popular amongst DCR
builders I have also inc1uded the three
principle forms of oscillator circuit used
witb that chip: Hartley, Colpitts and
Clapp.
Figure 11 shows a Hartley oscillator

circuit. This type of oscillator is identi-
fied by use of a tapped inductor in the
frequency setting network as part of the
feedback network. The source of the
JFET is connected to ground througb the
tap, so its current becomes the feedback
signal. The top end of the coil 1S con-
nected to the resonating capacitor and
then to the gate of the JFET. Output can
be taken from the drain, gate, 01' source
terminals ofthe JFET, as well as from ei-
ther a special tap on LI or a seeond wind-
ing on the same eore as L1. It is common
practice to use a small value eapacitor at
the scurce terminal for output so as to
Iightly load the oscil lator. The normal
ideal is to have a eapacitanee that is
large enough to permit fast starting
every time the circuit is turned on, but
small enough to not seriously load the LC
network.
The tuned circuit that sets operating

frequency consists of LI and CI' with LI
being tapped for feedback purposes. In
most cases, the tap is between 20 and 40
percent of tbe total inductance. The cou-
pling capacitor between the LC network
and the JFET is a very small value so as
to prevent loading. The diode in Fig. 11
is used to provide a limitation on ampli-
tude variations. This diode is a small sig-
nal silicon diode of the IN914 or IN4148
dass.
Figure 12 shows the Colpitts VFO

circuit. This cir-cuit can be configured
with aseries resonant circuit, in which
case it is called a Clapp oseillator. Both
types of oscillator are identified by the
tapped capa citcr volta ge divider provid-

ing feedback. The oscillating frequency is
set by LeC I, altbough the effects of C"
C3-C4 and the gate capacitance of the
JFET must also be considered.
Figure 13 shows a VFO circuit that

uses the transformer core to provide out-
put arnplitude stability with a low-noise
operauon.'? The inductor, which not only
helps control frequency but also limits
amplitude variations, is wound on an
Amidon T-68-6 toroidal eore. The main
coi! (LI) consists of 17 turns of #26 AWG
wire, and is tapped at 1 turn for the base
of TI' A feedback coil consists of 2 turns
cf the same wi re on the same form.

Oscillator stability
Local oscillator stability is always impor-
tant, but a case can made that it is more
so in DCR receivers. Several factors are
involved in VFO stability, and if these
guidelines are followed result in a stable
oscillator more often than not. \3 Some
guidelines that will result in a more sta-
ble VFO are:

» Avoid excessive temperatures in the
oscillator. Also avoid wide variation in
temperature.
Use only as much feedback as needed
to ensure quick starring of the oscilla-
tor.

0) Use an output buffer amplifier to iso-
late the VFO circuit from changes in
the extern al load.

» Use an IC voltage regulator that
serves only the oscillator device (but
not the buffer amplifier).

» Rigidly mount the frequency determin-
ing capacitors and inductors.
Prefer air core inductors over ferrite or
powdered iron core inductors: prefer
slug-tuned coils over toroids.
Trimmer and main tuning capacitors
should be air dielectric types, rather
than mica 01' other matertals.
Small capacitors in the frequency de-
termi ning network, 01' used as coupling
from the frequency determining net-
work, should be zero temperature coef-
fieient types (NPO disk ceramies
preferred).
Lightly load the frequency determin-
ingLC network by using a small capac-
itance (1-10 pF) between the tank
circuit and the gate 01' base of the oscil-
lator transistor.

" If an ai r variable capacitor is used for
the main tuning control, then it should
be a double beari ng model.
If a varactor diode is used fcr the main
tuning control, then it should use a
tuning voltage supply that is regulated
by a varactor controller device such as
the MVS-460-2/ZTK33B.

These guidelines are neither exhaustive
nor absolute, but following them as
closely as possible will result in a supe-
rior VFO stability.

In the second and final part of this article
we will look at some practical designs of
direct conversion receivere.
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Optimized QRP Transceiver', QST
August 1980, pp. 14-19; Paul G. Daulton,
K5WMS, 'Tbe explorer: HF Receiver for
40 and 80 meters', 73 Amateur Radio
Today August 1992, pp.30-34; John
Dillon, WA3RNC, 'The Beophyte
Receiver', QST February 1988, pp. 14-18.
5. Micheal A. Covington, 'Single-chip
Frequency Converter'. Radio Electronics
April 1990, pp. 49-52; Joseph J. Carr,
'NE602 Primer', Elektor Electronics
January 1992, pp. 20-25.
6. Ibid. (Dillon).
7. Ibid. (Covington).
8. Ibid. (Dau lton).
9, Ibid. (Campbell).
10. S. Niewiadomski , 'Passive Audio
Filter Design' Ha.m Radio September
1985, pp. 17-30; cited in Campbell top-
eit. ).
11. Ray Marston, 'Audio Amplifier lCs',
Radio-Electronics, Apri! 1990, pp. 53-57.
See also the Na.tional Semiconductor
Linear Data Books, or the data books of
other major IC manufacturers for appli-
cations information and device data.
12_From an article by L. Gunn, K7HFD,
discussed and cited in W. Hayward and
D. DeMaw, Solid-State Design for the
Radio Amateur, American Radio Relay
League (Newington, CT, USA, 1977).
13. These cr+teria were developed from
W. Hayward and D. DeMaw, Solid-Suite
Design tor the Radio Anwteur (op-cit.).
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I
MINI 1/0 CARD FORCASIO

FX850/880P
A marked difference between large and small computers is the number ot

possibilities available tor communication with peripheral devices. In particular
pocket-size personal computers, like the Casio FX850/880P,could do with a tew

communication extensions. The 110 extension card described in this article adds an
RS232 interface and a parallel printer port to the Casio FX850/880 pocket computer,

Design by M. Fänrich (hardware) and G.J. Klasens (software)

OVER the past few decades. calcu-
Iator-s have evolved Irom simple

slide rules to fairly powerful miniature
computers. This trend is typified by,
among others. the change from a sim-
ple one-row LED display on those early
machines to an extensive graphics
LCD screen on some of the most recent
models.
Likewise, the possibilities to pro-

gram the ca1culator have gone through
many changes. Until recently. pro-
gramrmng a calculator was reatrtcted
to typing long strtngs of primitive cal-
culation instructions. What were then
called advanced machines were capa-
ble of storing these tnstructtons on a
magnette tape, which prevented the
'program' from being lost when the cal-
culator was switched off
That has all changed with the ar-

rtval of high er programmtng languages
Itke BASIC. Pascal and C. Further. the
programs are now stored in non-
volattle memo rtes (usually staue
CMOS RAMs). There are even pocket
computers around with a memory of
more than 4 MByte.
Not surprtsmgly, users have an in-

creasing need of 'connecttvtty'. i.e,
being able to link their pocket com-
puter to other equipment, mcludtng a
'normal' Pc. Entering and edttmg pro-
grams using the mtruature keyboard
on the pocket computer is Iar less con-
venient than on the normal PC.
Consequently, many users would like
to have aserial interface that allows
data to be exchanged belween the PC
and the pocket computer. Likewise, a
printer port is useful in many cases,
particularly if hard copy of calculation
results ts required. Fortunately, the
Casio FX850/880P has an extension
connector which has all signals needed
to implement aserial and a parallel
port.

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the extension
card , Fig. 1. shows that two gates Irom

a 4049, ICle and ICld, are responsible
for the buffering of the two sertal sig-
nals. 1XD (trans mit) and RxD (receivel
on the Casio extension connector. The
zener diode connected across the out-
put of the TxD drrver, JCle, is a protec-
ttve devtce. which starts to conduct
when the output level of the driver be-
comes too high, for instance, as a re-
sult of a supply voltage tncrease. Since
the output stage of the drtver contains
a reststör. the current through the
proteetion diodes in the gate is hmited,
and the voltage level cannot rise above
5.6 V. This prevents peripheraJ equlp-
ment connected to the computer from
betng damaged. Conversely, resistor
R2 ensures that the TxD output Is
short-ctrcutt resistant. Furthermore,
the current tnrough the zener dtode is
automatically ltmtted should the out-
put be accidentally connected to the
output of another device.
The input buffer, IC ld, is also pro-

tected. Negative voltages at the Input
are blocked by diode Da. while resistor
R3 serves to establish a 0-V reference
level. High Input voltage levels are

eliminated by the internal protectton
circuit contained in the gates.
The parallel port extension for the

printer consists of a latch, IC3, and six
logic gates. Gates ICta and leib tnvert
the WE and CS signal respecuvely.
whereupon ICZb combines these stg-
nals into astrobe pulse for the latch.
The latch serves to store the eight
dataline levels needed for the printer.
In addttton to the data, the prtnter
needs three contral stgnals: STROßE,
ßUSY and INIT. Three buffer s. IC2a,
IC2c and IC2d, enable the PC and the
Casto to exchange these signals as re-
quired.

Construction
To make the construction of the inter-
face easier. a printed circuit board was
designed. The artwork is gtven in
Fig. 2. Unfortunately, thts board is not
available ready-made through our
Readers Services,
Start the construction by fitting the

six wire links, the two sub-D connec-
tors (Kland K21. the ptnheader (K31.
and the other passive components.
Next, mount the diodes and the voltage
regulator on to the board, paytng due
attention to the polartty of these de-
vices. Ftnally, mount the three digital
JCs.
The connector is likely to be a real

problem, because it is, to the authors'
knowledge. not available as a standard
component. The only way of getttng
hold of tt ts to aalvage it from a faulty
interface or another electronic device.
or to order it as a spare part. A further
alternative could be an SMA (surface
mount assembly) connector salvaged
from a ptece of electronic surplus.
These connectors usually have the
same raster. Real hobbytsts. however.
should have a go at making their own
connector by tnserting a number of
stiff wtres , or thin needles, into the
connector opcntngs. Next, a small
piece of thin plastic sheet is inserted
between the two pin rows for isolation.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the mini 110 interface for the Casio FX850/880Ppocket computer.

Fig. 2. Artwork of the PCB designed for the interface (PCB not available ready-made).
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MINI 110 CARD FOR CASIO FX8S0/880P I
A few drops of epoxy resin are then
suffieient to turn these eomponents
into asolid whole.
Onee the board is complete and in-

serted into the Casio extension con-
neetor, it is time to eonnect it to a
mains adapter (8-15 VDC output). and
start using it.

Software
Fortunately, the Casio FX850j880P
has built-in software protocols to sup-
port eommunication with peripherals
via the serial and parallel ports you
have just added. The serial port is de-
seribed as COMOin CASIOBASIC.The
commands that can make use of
COMO are OPEN, CLOSE, PRINT#,
INPUT#, SAVE and LOAD. The para-
meters that may be used with these
commands are listed in the user man-
ual.
Diskette 1921 which is available

through our Readers Services eontains
the program 'Casio', whieh arranges
the serial data traffic between a Casio
computer and an MS-DOS PC. This
program is invaluable for exchanging
data between theCasio and the hard
disk in the PC. By virtue of its clear
structure and built-in Help function,
the program is readily used, even with-
out a manual.
The printer port may be enabled by

selecting Mode 7 on the Casio ('enable -
printer'). Further, all BASIC tnstruc-.
tions that have to do with the printer,
like LLIST and LPRINT, make use of
the parallel port. •



I__ D_X_T_E_LE_V_IS_IO_N__

A two-monthly column by Keith Hamer and Garry Smith

QCTOBER was a vast irnprovement
on the previou s month for reception

with a relatively high number of spo-
radic-E openings for the same year, with
activity on at least nine days. Signals
were mostly from Spain, Italy and
Portugal with strang, stable pictures of
excellent qua1ity at times.
Towards the end ofthe month, intense

tropospheric activity dorninated the
scene, producing spectacular DX recep-
tion in Band III and at UHF. Signals
were identified from as far away as
Spain, Switzerland and Sweden. Both
bands were virtually choc-a-bloc over a
period of several days; the opening lasted
into the first few days of November. The
remainder of November was fairly mun-
dane with only a handful of sporadic-E
signals, mainly from Spain and Portugal.
However, an unexpected tropospheric
opening occurred on the 18th with a del-
uge of signals from transmitters as far
away as Poland and Finland.

Reception reports
Andrew Jackson (Birkenhead) com-
mented that the troposphet-ic opening
'seemed to go on for ever'. Several 'firsts'
were notched up, including a host of
Danish and Swedish transmitters, in ad-
dition to several unusual ones from deep-
est Germany. The best reception was on
November 1st and 2nd, with a host of
German stations broadcasting test car-ds,
making regional identificaticn rel ati vely
easy.
On the 27th, Andrew identified trans-

missions from the Danish DR network on
ehannels E7, E10 and E31, plus the TV-2
service on channels E22, E26, E27, E30,
E35, E40, E48, E56 and E58. During the
same opening, the Swedish transmitter
at Halmstad was received on channel
E24. An in aIl, it was quite a remarkable
catch considering that the Pennines were
in the reeeption path! The 28th produeed
many unusual German ARD-l stations
in Band III.
Stephen Miehie (Bristcl), Garry Snrith

(Derby) and Tim Tebbs (New Romney) all
re port high-level colour signals from var-
ious Dutch stations on the 29th. Further
afield, vat-ioua German regional broad-
casts were identified during the same
opening, including WDR-1, West-S,
NDR-1 and MDR-3.
On the 30th, Tim Tebbs reeeived

German transmitters from the SWF pro-

gramme region. notably Haardtkopf
(ehannel E55) and Ahrweiler (E56), and
also their respective ZDF channels.
Several enthusiasts saw the new

Duteh station 'ZH-TV' on ehannel E49
showing colour bars with identificat.ion.
The station is still undergoing experi-
mental tests.
On Oetober 31st, Bob Brooks (South

Wirrall. Andrew Jackson, Tim Tebbs and
Garry Smith logged rnany German sta-
tions from regions such as WDR-l on
ehannels E9 and E11; West-3 E48 and
E55; NDR-1 E11, E43, E50 and E53;
NDR-3 E47; WDR-3 E48; RB-1 (Radio
Bremen) E22; ZDF E21, E26, E34 and
E35; MDR-3 E31 (Inselberg). On the
same day, the Swedish TV 4 network was
resolved on channel E50 by Andrew
Jackson.
November 1st and 2nd brought in

many mcre German stations. Andrew
Jackson caught Bayerisoher Rundfunk
showing the FuBK test card with the
transmitter identification 'Dill berg' on
channel E6, and 'Buttel berg' on E55.
There were also relays of SAT-l E42,
vax E39, and RTL+ present on channels
E35 and E36. Bob Brooks noted the
Swiss test card on channel E6 from the
transmitter atop the Rigi during the
opening on the 2nd sporting the I+PTT
SRG-l' identification.
The unexpected tropcsphet-ic opening

on the 18th pt-cduced several rare
catches for Sirnon Harner (Now Redner).
These included Polish 'I'VP-l signals on
channel RB from ei ther the Bialystok 01'

Katowice transmitter, plus the YLE-l
test card from the Espoo transrnitter in
Pi nland on channel E6. This is the first
ever report of this transmitter being re-
eeived in the United Kingdom. Other
goodies, although Simon has been receiv-
ing these fairly regularly, include
Norway's 2nd network on channel E12,
and the Swedish 4th network on channel
E50.
Keith Greenwell (Luton) identified

Spanish stations at UHF during the late
October tropospheries. During the same
opening, scores of French stations were
noted, including relays of ARTE at UHF.
There were at least four instances of

transatlantic TV reception via sporadic-
E throughout the 1993 sporadic-E sea-
son, but the preciae source of the signals,
on channel A2, could not be identified at
the time. Fortunately, Peter Chalkley
(Luton) reeorded some of his reception,

Finnish 3rd network FuBK test pattern.
Regional identification is sometimes
incorporated. The service operates mainly at
UHF, but reception in the United Kingdom
could be possible given the right
atmospheric conditions.

and re cent examination clearly shows
Canadian TV's maple leaf emblem in the
background of a game show. The likeliest
transmitter is CKCW-TV located at
Moneton, New Brunswick with an ERP of
56 kW.

Log for October
04.10.93: An ear1y afternoon sporadic-E
opening with Spain, Portugal and
Norway.
07.10.93: Denmark E3; Norway E2 and
E4; Italy IA.
08.10.93: Italy IA.
15.10.93: Denmark E3; Spain TVE-1 E2,
E3 and E4; Spain TVE-2 E2; Italy IA;
Portugal E3.
18.10.93: Netherlands at UHF via tro-
pospheric reception.
19.10.93: Norway E3; Sweden E3; Italy
IA and IB; CIS R1 and R2; Poland Rl;
Slovakia R2; Switzer1and E2; Gerrnany
E2.
20.10.93 - 02,11.93: Tropospheric recep-
tion in Band III and at UHF included:
Spain, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, France, Germany,
NetherJands, Belgium, Luxembourg and
Eire.

Log for November
06.11.93: Sporadic-E signals from Spa in,
Portugal, Corsica and Italy between 1130
and 1400 UTC.
18.11.93: Intense tropospheric activi ty
included Poland, Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark. Germany. Eire,
France, Nether1ands, Luxembourg and
Belgium.

Receiving alternative IlV
regions
Over the years, the subject of receiving
an alternative ITV region has cropped
up, sometimes out of curiosity. For in-
stanee, m many parts of Derby,
Yorksh ire TV from Belmont on channel
25 15 available as an alternative ITV re-
gion with good quality colour, but only a
handful of potential vi ewers realize it.
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One problem is, of course, that aerial
riggers are reluctant to recommend, or
experiment with, an inat.allation which
may only produee mediocre or varying re~
sults. Despite the teehnieal difficulties
involved, most viewers seem to expect
perfeet results 01' none at all!
Richard Irving (Holt, Wiltshire) ques-

tions the possibility of reeeiving good
eolour reeeption from the Crystal Palaee
transmitter on channel 23 at his loeation
east of Bristol. Unfortunately it is un-
likely beeause under normal reception
conditions, high-power TV signals can
only be successfully received up to ap-
proximately 50-60 miles from tbe trans-
mitter.
As DX-TV enthusiasts know, atmos-

pheric bending can increase this range,
but it all depends on the prevailing con-
ditions. With a high-gain aerial and an
amplifier, it rnay be possible to pick up
very weak tracee of a signal in excess of
this distanee under 'flat' conditions, but
these would not prcvide 'enter-tainment'
quality viewing. Only when the signal
improves would this be possible.
In Derby, Channel 4 from the Crystal

Palace outlet is detectable, but signals
are very weak and fluttet-y: turning the
aerials to the east produces very weak
signals from the Lopik transmitter in the
Netherlands. This is using a standard
18-element Group A aerial raised to
about 10 m, and fitted with a 'Supreme'
low-noise amplifier.
When conditions are good, the signals

corne up in colour, but reeeption is unp re-
dictable. Signals from
'I'yne Tees TV (Bilsdale channel 29),

Border TV (Caldbeck channel 28) and
Anglia TV (Sandy Heath channel 24)
were detectable (in the case afAnglia TV,
in colour) before several local relays
eame on-air.
For anyone wiehing to assess alterna-

tive ITV reception at their particular ID-
eation, it is best to obtai.n a eopy of a
transmitter list such as the handouts
supplied by the BBC, etc., with all four
channels listed. The closest transmitter
will not always provide the best results.
Par-ticular attention shouJd be given to
any IDeal topographieal features, and
also wateh out for local and semi-local re-
lays sharing the same group of channeJs.
Ir there are signs of an alternative re~

gion on the existing aer-ial, then success
may be assured using a dedicated array
fitted with an amplifier. For general ex-
perimentation, a wideband aerial is a
worthwhile choice because it will re-
spond to the whole of the UHF speetrum.

Service information
Netherlands: The Nozema has plans for
an encrypted pay-TV service on the
NED-l and NED-2 networks during the
night between 0200 and 0700 local time.
'I'his will mean that a11the Dutch trans-
mitters will be on-air 24 hours a day.
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Part of the Finnish MTV-3 opening sequence.

Spain: There are changes to the iden tifi-
cation on the GTE test eard shawn via
the 1st network. Instead of 'tve' in large
letters in the upper half of the pattern, a
stylised '1' inside a reetangular outline is
shown.
Portugal: The first programme of RTP
is now called 'CANAL 1'. The logo in the
left-hand corner is 'Cl' with a rniniature
globe inside the letter 'C'. The second
programme is ealled 'TV2', and there is
also a logo in the top left-hand corner of
the pieture.
The un iden tified transmissions re-

ceived on channel E2 this season (with
zero offset frequency) originate frcm a
new TV2 transmitter, the ERP and Iaca-
tion ofwhieh are, at present, unknown.
Czech Republic: All transmitters oper-
ating on channel R4 are to be closed
down and transferred to UHF ehannel
R55 by the end of 1994.
Germany: A satellite channel dedieated
to travel is due to be launched later this
year. The braadcasts will be via Eutelsat,
and the services will be called 'Reise-TV'
(T'ravel-TV). The broadeasts will origi-
nate from outside Germany beeause the
programmes are regarded as advertising.
The following information cancerns

various German TV regions:
Bayern: New transmitters assigned

for 'Deutsches Sportfernsehen' (DSF) are
as follows: München channel E37;
Regensburg E38, Neu-Ulm E48; Ansbach
E49 and Bamberg E54. A local TV ser-
vice called 'TV Weiß-blau' (TV White-
bIue) eommeneed on 01.09.93 in Münich
using ehannel E51. Transmissions are
between 1200-0100, local time. Text
pages with Iocal Information are shown
outside these times.
BerlinJBrandenburg: The regional ser-

vice 'lA Brandenburg- eommeneed last
November via the transmitter at Berlin-
Alexanderplatz on channel E5 with
100 kW ERP.
In Berlin there are several experimen-

tal broadeasts currently undergoing
tests. On 200 MHz (Band III) and also on
107.5 MHz (FM radio band) there is a
mUSlC prograrnme using DAB (digital
audio broadeasting). On channels E47
and E49 there are transmissions using
the new PAL-Plus system; these origi-
nate from Alexanderplatz (approx.

I)X TELEVISION

500 W), and the SFB Broadcasting Hause
(apprcx. 5 W).
On channel R59 (400 W) Telekom are

testing foul' digital TV signals (Videnet)
whieh occupy the bandwidth of only one
normal TV channel. over the coming
manths, there will be many more addi-
tional tests emerging.
Mecklenburg-vorpommern: The fol-

lowing transmitters have been assigned
for the First private TV network to oper-
ate in the region: Marlow E43; Bergen
E57; Schwerin E41 and Züssow E55. All
transmitters have an ERP of 100 kW.
Various eompanies have applied to op-

erate the network. These include Babel-
Hilm and Video GmbH, MVTV-Regional
Fernseh GmbH i.G.; Pro-7; Rügen-TV;
SAT-1 and Television Meeklenburg-
Vorpommern GmbH.
Niedersachen. Telekom has a new TV

tower in north-western Hannover. The l-
kW transmitter on channel E28 is radiat-
ing the FuBK test pattern on weekdays.
Hamburg: Channel E34 is assigned

for a new loeal TV station.
Switzerland: The opening of 'S~Plus'
from Geneva (E38) and Montreux (Mt.
Pelerin E52) has been delayed. 'Telecine
TCR' on channel E96 eeased operation on
17.09.93 with 'S-Plus' ta king over the
channel on the same day.
All three networks corne on air at

0600 UTC with Euronews, the sound
channel being in French, German 01'

Italian depending on the netwark. It can
also be heard in Spanish and English by
viewera with stereo receivers by switch-
ing to the secand intercarrier sound
ehannel as folIows:
DRS Net. CHi in German, CH2 in
Sparrish ;
SSR Net. CHI in French, CH2 in
English;
TSI Net. Chi m Italian, CH2 m
French.

However, Euronews is already running
into finaneial difficulties with huge
losses incurred for 1993. Most of the fi-
nancial rescurces for the service, which
is also distributed by eable, are be1ieved
to come from Swiss banks with the sup-
port of SSR and SRG which are both
shareholders.
Scandinavia: There are plans to intro-
duce a terrestrial channel which ean be
received 'all over Scandinavia'. Tele-X, as
it may be known, could be a jcirrt venture
between Denmark, Norway and Sweden.

This month's service information was
kindly supplied by Gösta van der Linden
and the Benelux DX Club, Netherlands;
Reflexion, Germany; Pertti Salonen,
Finland; Roger Bunney, UK; Garry
Smith, UK; Thomas Pahlke, Germany;
Bernd Trutenau, Lithuania.

Please send any news about DX-TV in
your part of the world to Keith Hamer, 7
Epping Close, Derby DE3 4HR, England.



ELECTRONIC FUSE
We tend to forget about fuses until one has blown, when it is
time to locate and investigate an electrical overload problem.
Once that is fixed, a new fuse must be installed. Typically, this
will not be handy at the required rating, and the shops are
closed. What a drag to serious experimenting! Fortunately,
these problems can be overcome with the present circuit. The
fuse described here never needs to be replaced, and is as
good as new any time the reset switch is pressed.

Design by K. Walraven

THE little ctrcutt described in this
article is the electronic version of

the well-known glass Iuse, which melts
when tt carries a current exceeding its
'A' (amperel speciftcation. 8y melting,
the wire in the fuse interrupts the CUf-

rent flow in the circuit, and so protects
an electrical device agatrist darnage
caused by overheating. Unfortunately,
the common wire fuse (usually con-
tained in a small glass tube with metal
end caps) is not re-usable, and has to
be replaced wtth a new one every time
an overload condttton occurs.
Obviously, this is annoying when
faultfinding in equipment, or expert-

menting with a circutt whose maxi-
mum current drain rs not accurately
known yet. Ideally, a fuse would have
to be resettable. and, you guessed it,
that is a feature par excellence of the
presenl circuit.

How it works
As shown in Fig. 1. the circuit consists
of little more than two transistors and
one thyristor. The electroruc fuse is in-
serted into the supply line of the
equipment to be protected. The cur-
rent at which the circu it is actuated is
defined with the aid of a single rests-
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Fig.1. circuit diagram of the electronic fuse. The fuse actuation level is determined by the
value of resistor R3. Once actuated by an overload condition, the fuse can be reset by press-
ing S1 (a push-to-break contact).

tor. R3. which is connected as an ex-
ternal part to connector K3.
The operation of the circuit is sim-

ple. Darlington transistor T2 functions
as a curt-ent-control led switch, tts col-
lector-emitter junction carrying the
current flowing into the load con-
nected to K2. Stncc Tl feeds a current
into the base of T2, the 'switch' is nor-
mally c1osed, and the load powered. Tl
functions as a current source, wi th the
base of the tranststor held at a eon-
stanl voltage by LEO 01_ Corisc-
quently. the emitter reststör of R2 will
supply a constant voltage, which, in
turn, results in a constant emitter cur-
rent (and colleetor current), of which
the magnitude is determinecl by the
value of R2. Here. the constant current
is just over 10 rnA. which is ample to
keep T2 conducting .
The load current also flows through

resistor R3. As soon as the current
rises to a value that causes a voltage
drop of about 0.6 V across R3. thyris-
tor Th I starts to conduct. This causes
the base of T, to be pulled to the
ground Iirte of the power supply.
Consequently, T2 is switched off, and
breaks the current flow to the load.
The current remains broken because
the eurrent supplied by TI ts a little
above the 'hold' level of the thyristor.
The current is interrupted the moment
switch 51 ts pressed, when Th , is
switehed off. That te, if the load eur-
rent has dropped below the crtttcal
value. If not. the thyristor will start to
conduct agam.

The fuse value
The current level at which the elec-
tronic fuse is actuated is simple to cal-
culate using Ohm's law. As already
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Imax = 60 ... 1000mA
K3 P1

Fig. 2. The fuse actuation current can be
made variable by connecting a fixed resistor
and a potentiometer in series on connector
K3.

combinations shown in Fig. 2 are in-
tended as suggestions to help you on
the way.
Finally, still on component values,

be sure to use apower resistor in post-
tion R3 at currents exceeding 500 rnA.

Construction and
practical use
Consisting of an absolute rrurumurn
number of components, the electronic
fuse should be a simple construction
project for anyone with a basic knowl-
edge of electronics. The less experi-
enced constructors among you will be
pleased to know that artwork is avail-
able to make a printed circuit board
for the present project - see Fig. 3.
Unfortunately this printed circuit
board is not available ready-made
through the Readers Services.
When connecting the electronic

fuse, keep in mind that it introduces a
voltage loss in the supply line to the
load to be protected. As already men-
tioned, a voltage drop is introduced by

mentioned, the fuse is actuated at a
voltage of 0.6 V across R3. Therefore,
the fuse comes into actton at a current
of 600 rnA (0.6 Al with R3 = 1 Q.
Similarly, the actuation current is
125 rnA with R3 = 4.7 Q, or 50 rnA with
R3 = 12 Q.
Looking at the most commonly used

low-power fuse values, the value of R3
will usually lie between 1.2 Q and
12 Q. The minimum value that may be
·used is 0.68 Q, which results in a 'trip'
value of 1 A. That corresponds to the
maximum current this circuit can
handle safely.
Assuming that the electronic fuse is

built into apower supply for use in
your workshop, it Is, of course, useful
to make the current limiting action
switchable or continuously variable.
The former is achieved by fitting a ro-
tary switch and a number of resistors.

-A-c:ontinuously_variable_fuse_ac.tu=a=t=io=n=--_I_~~_
level is implemented by connecting a
potentiometer in series with R3. Note,
however, that most ordinary pots can
withstand a dissipation of about one
watt only. Relatively high currents
therefore call for a wirewound poten-
tiometer. The resistor jpotentiometer
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ELECTRONIC FUSE I

Fig. 3. Track layout and component·mount-
ing plan of the printed circuit board designed
for the electronic fuse (PCS not available
ready-made).

R3, but also by the collector-emitter
junction of the conducting darlington
transistor, T2 (approx. 1 V). In most
cases, .this will not be a problem, but
you are weil advised to take the drop
into account when the circuit is used
to protect a load which operates at low
voltages. •

Fig. 4. Completed prototype with external current-determining resistor and potentiometer fit-
ted to K3.



CORRECTIONS AND UPDATES
80C535 Extension card

June 1994, p. 8-11
The PCD8584 may be swttched to
'6800' mode tf a WR stgnal arrives
without a CS stgnal. The problem may
be solved by combuung WR and CS in
a diocte-AND gate as shown below.
Pin 18 if IC, is taken out of the IC
socket and connected to grau nd via a
lO-kQ resistor. The WR signal is found
on socket pin 18. and CS on pin 10 of
IC5. Also note that the PCD8584 is
currently supplied as the PCF8584.

,.
(PCD/PCF8584)

940025 - L

Dual-purpose LEDdisplay with a semicolon (';').
The baudrate for the cornmumca-

tton softwate should be set to 300, for-
mat: 8 btts, Istartbit, I stop btt, no
partty.

December 1994, p. 90
Resistor R33 should be connected to
grcund, not to +12 V as shown in the
circuit diagram.

Experimentation board tor
PICs

Electronic tuse

July/August 1994, p, 74.
In thc circutt diagram. the signals on
pins 7 and 8 of both connectors K1
should be swapped. MCLR is on pin 8,
and RTCC on pin 7. The relevant PCB
is all rtgh t.

March 1994, p. 56.
Ta prevent transistor T2 from burning
DU t when the reset switch is pressed
during an overload condition, switch
SI should be connected between the
collector of Tj and the base ofT2.

Mains signalling system
(2)
May 1994, p. 10-14.
The instructions for command 'T'
should read: 'T' must be followed by
the address in ASCII, and terminated

quency. 11.0592 MHz, must not be
changed into, say, 12 MHz because it
determtnes the speed of the SLIC sertal
communtcatton (9600 baud). Apart
frorn the reset swttch, 51, the ctrcutt
also has a press- key to generate an
INTOinterrupt. lf capacitor C2 is made
much larger than Cl, the ctrcuit gen er-
ates an INTO interrupt automatically
at power-on. This tnterrupt should
cause the system to Jump to the SLIC
software. via the user program.
The 1/0 lines of ports land 3 are

available on connectors K1 and K2.
These eonnectors may be used to hook
up extension ctrcuits whieh serve to
contral the 80C31.
Finally, the track layout and compo-

nent mounting plan of the
80C31/SLIC board are shown in
Fig,5. (940116)

For further information, contact
Xicor, Ine., 1511 Buckeye Drive.
Mtlpttas CA 95035-7493, U.s.A. Tel.
408/432-8888, fax 408/432-0640.
Xicor Ltd., Hawkins Hause, 14 Black
Bourton Road, Carterton OXI8 3QA,
England. Tel. (01993) 844435, fax:
(01993) 841029.

Fig.5. Printed circuit board designed tor the
80C31/SLlC controller (board available
ready-made, see page 78).
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CAR BATTERYVOLTAGE MONITOR

Itis particularly during lhe autumn andwinter months, when a car battery ts
called upon to provide a lotof energy, that
more is sometimes taken frorn it than put
back. The tnevrtable result is a Ilat bat-
tery, Moreover. durtng these wetter months
a battery is required to be in tip-top con-
dition to be able to cope with condensa-
tion on the spar king plugs. Problems may
arise in the warmer months as weIl, how-
ever, Itmay happen, Ior instance, that the
voltage regulator. the alternator [or, in old
cars. the dynamo) or the recttflers are
faulty. Such a fault may result in much
too high a charging voltage, which se-
verely lowers the life ofthe battery, or too
low a charging voltage so that the battery
ts hardly charged. In a11these cases, a
battery voltage monttor is indispensable.
The monitor described in this article

uses three LEDs: green to show that all
is weil. red to tndtcate that the chargtng
voltage is too high. and yellow to show
thal the charging voltage is too low.
The crrcutt in Fig. 1 may be built on a

piece of prototyping board or on the DrY
pnnted-circun board shown in Fig. 3. In
the latter case, the board may be butlt
Into a car-type cigarette hghter.

Circuit description
The circuit (Fig. 1) is a fairly simple de-
stgn based on a window comparator, ICI·
Awindow comparator consists of two sep-
arate comparators. each of which moni-
tors whether tts input signal is below or
above a level preset by the user. The com-
bination oftwo comparators enables two
different levels to be monitored simulta-
neously. lt can, therefore. i.ndicatewhetner
an Input stgnal is lower or lugher than
the two threshold levels. or whether the
signal lies between the two. that is, within
the so-called window. This is exactly what
is needed for the present monitor. since
this must show whether the battery volt-
age is too low, too high, or-just rtght [withirt
the window).
The upper and lower threshold levels

are determined by potential divider R3-Rs.
The potential at pin 10 of ICI is a con-
stant 6 V. derived from a regulator on
board ICI. Thevalues ofR3-Rs have been
chosen to gtve a voltage atjunction R3-R.t
of3.6V and one of2.9 Vatjunction ~-R5'
This means that the window ranges from
2.9 V to 3.6 V.
The Input voltage is derived from the

battery Viapotential dtvtder R1-R2 and is
applied to ptn 8 of ICI. The potential at
ju nctiorrRj-Rj ts exactly a quarter ofthe
battery voltage, Thus. if the battery volt-
age ts 12 V. the Input signal at pin 8 is

Design by L. Pijpers

If you have ever tried to start your car and found the battery (al-
most) as flat as a pancake, you will appreciate this miniature
monitor, which fits in the car's cigarette lighter Its LED indica-
tors tell you when the battery voltage drops dangerously low

and also when the charging voltage is too high.

3 V.This level falls within the window and
ts. therefore. considered to be good.
From the ratio RI : R2t tt follows that

the battery voltage is all rtght if it is be-
tween 11.6V and 14.4 V. Below 11.6 V it
is too low and above 14.4 V It is too high.
To ensure that the monitor does not

follow any vartatron in the battery volt-
age. the circuit is destgned to react only
to slow vartattons. Low-pass filter R1-C1
suppresses any fast changes. such as
those caused by the car's igrutton systern.
for instance. Such peaks are short-cir-
cuited to earth by Cl'
Dopending on the input signal, one of

the three LEDs at the output oflCI Iights:
the green one (D2)when the baltery volt-
ageisbetween 11.6Vand 14.4V;theyel-
low one (DI ) when the vottage is too low:
and the red one (D;Jlwhen the voltage is
too high.
Apart from low-pass filter Rj -Cj , the

circuit has another facility that prevents
too rapid swttching between LEDs: hys-
teresis. This is set by potential divider
Rs-R7' which has a raue of 1 : IOD.Thus.
the potential of 6 V at pin 10 ts brought
down to 60 mV at pin 9. The hysteresis

is exactly twice this value, t.e., 120 mv,
This means that only variations in bat-
tery voltagc greater than 120 mV can
cause a switch Irom one LED to another.

Construction
Although the design is airned at keeping
the unlt as small as possible. as shown
by the printed-circuit in Fig, 3 (notavail-
able ready made]. tt is, ofcourse, not nec-
essary to make it that small. in which
case it may be constructed on a suitable
piece of prototyping board. If the moni-
tor is constructed on the PCB, it can be
built into a cigarette-hghter plug.
Note that Cl, Rj , ~ and lCI are fitted

on to the board as shown in Fig, 4. Keep
the terminals of a11these components as
short as feastble to prevent short -circutts.
Cut the terminals of the three flat LEDs

to a length of about 5 rnrn. and sold er the
diodes to the board as shown in Fig. 4
and Fig, 5.
Next, solder the remaining reststors to

the track side of the board as in Fig, 5:
start wtth RB' Here agam. cut the termi-
nals of these components as shortas fea-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the car battery voltage monitor

926122X _ 12

Fig. 2. Pinout enc.. r:; ~2 "~6 t.7..", 03~ . ~ ::::H:02
RS-- W RB .:::::J+01

L.: .... "

Fig. 3. The PCB lor the monitor
is not available ready made

Fig. 4. Completed PCB (component layout side)

Fig. 5. Completed PCB (track side)
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CAR BATTERY VOLTAGE MONITOR 11
sible. Solder R6 and R3 in place last. Be
careful not to cause a short-circutt when
soldering R3 'around ~. Some sleeving
around its terminals will help, The rtsk
of a short-circutt is greatest near pin 6 of
ICI and between pins lOand 11ofthelC.
When all companents have been fit-

ted. cany out a thorough visual inspec-
uon. When this is satrsfactory. COIU1ecta
variable power source (0-20 V) to the
board. Increase the voltage slawly Irom
o V to 20 V when first the yellow. then
the green and finally the red LED should
light. If!his test is sattsfactory, the board
can be built into the cigarette bghter plug.
Great care has to be taken to prevent

short-ctrcutts caused by shifting compo-
nents. It may be necessary to bend the
metal clip shghtly outwards so that it fits
neatly around the Ie. It ts recornmended
to wrap some insulating tape around the
clip and earth it with a short length of
wire.
If the monitor has been constructed

on a prototyping board, the same visual
inspection and electrical test shauld be
can-rcd ou t. after which the unit may be
fitted in a suitable small enclosure.
The current drawn by the monjtor de-

pends to large extent on the battery volt-
age: it is about lO mA at 5 V. 30 mA at
12 V and 40 mA at 20 V.
The threshold valtages can be altered

by changing the values of R3-R5. The po-
tential atjunctton R,-R5 is R5/[R3+R,+R5l
times 6 V. That at junctton R3-R4 ts
[R4+R5l/[R3+R,+R51 times 6 V. The wtn-
dow may be moved up or down byalter-
ing the scale factor R2/[RI+Rzl.With values
specified for the present destgn it is 1/4'
Same canstructors may find it desirable
to use 1% resrstors here also.

Parts list
Resistars:
RI = 82 kQ
R2= 27 kn
R3 = 4.32 kQ. 1%
R, = 1.37 kQ. 1%
R5= 5.49 kQ. 1%
~= lOkn
R7 = 100 Q
Rs=560Q

Capacitors:
CI = 4.7 uF. 10V. tantal um

Semiconductors:
DI = LED. yellow, flat
D2 = LED. green. flat
D3 = LED. red. flat

Integrated circuits:
ICI = TCA965

Miscellaneous:
laff car -type ctgarette Iighter plug



Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the car battery voltage monitor

926122X • 12

Fig. 2. Pinout of IC1. 03
02
01

Fig. 3. The PCB for the monitor
is not available ready made

Fig. 4. Completed PCB (component layout side)

Fig. 5. Completed PCB (track side)
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CAR BATTERY VOLTAGE MONITOR I
sible. Solder Rt; and R3 in place last. Be
careful not to cause a short-circuit when
soldering R3 'around' Rt;. Some sleeving
around its terminals will help. The risk
of a short -circuit is greatest near pin 6 of
IC] and between pins 10 and 11ofthe IC.
When all components have been fit-

ted, carry out a thorough visual inspec-
tion. When this is satisfactory, connect a
variable power source (0-20 Vl to the
board. Increase the voltage slowly from
o V to 20 V when first the yellow, then
the green and finally the red LED should
light. If this test is satisfactory, the board
can be built into the ctgarette lighter plug.
Great care has to be taken to prevent

short-circuits caused by shifting compo-
nents. It may be necessary to bend the
metal clip slightly outwards so that it fits
neatly around the IC. It is recommended
to wrap some insulating tape around the
clip and earth it with a short length of
wire.

If the monitor has been constructed
on a prototyping board, the same visual
inspection and electrical test should be
carried out, after which the unit may be
fitted in a suitable small enclosure.
The current drawn by the monitor de-

pends to large extent onthe battery volt-
age: it is about 10 mA at 5 V, 30 mA at
12Vand 40 mA at 20 V.
The threshold voltages can be alte red

by changing the values of Rj-Rg. The po-
tential atjuncüon Rt-R5 is R5/(R3+Rt+R5l
times 6 V. That at junction R3-R4 is
(Rt+R5l/(R3+Rt+R5l times 6 V. The win-
dow may be moved up or down by alter-
ing the scalefactor Rj/Ikj-Rjl. Withvalues
specified for the present design it ts 1/4,
Some constructors may find it desirable
to use 1% resistors here also.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI = 82 kQ
R2 = 27 kQ
R3 = 4.32 kQ, 1%
Rt = 1.37 kQ, 1%
R5 = 5.49 kQ, 1%
Rt; = 10 kQ
R7 = 100 Q
Rs = 560Q

Capacitors:
CI = 4.71!F, 10V, tantalum

Semiconductors:
D] = LED, yellow, flat
D2 = LED, green, flat
D3= LED, red, flat

Integrated circuits:
- ICr=TCA965- - - ---- -- ._,- -' ,--- - --- --,

Miscellaneous:
1 off car-type ctgarette lighter plug
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BUILDING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
Although ready-made printed circuit boards are available for
most projects described in this magazine, there are cases
where a 'real' peB is not necessary. For instance, with small-
scale experiments, or if the design is simply not critical as
regards component layout. In such cases, prototyping board
(also calied stripboard or veroboard) is a very useful, easy to
handle, alternative.

By our design staff

As many of you will be aware, a
printed circuit board is a key ele-

ment in almost any electronics con-
structtcn project, since it ensures
compactncss: reliability and safety.
Unfortunately. making a prtnted cir-
cuit board for a particular ctrcurt is
often more d ifficult and time consum-
ing than actually building the project.
t.e.. soldering and wiring. None the
less. prtnted circuit boards are pro-
duced at horne or in the hobbyist's
workshop by skilful experimenters who
are not daunted by the amount of
work, which is mostly chemistry and
photography.
After etching and c1eaning. the

printed circutt board is drilled using a
suitable drilling machine. Next, the
copper tracks are smoothed with a
piece of wire wocl, and then sprayed
with sold er lacquer to gtve lhem a pro-
tective coattng. Optionally. a compo-
nent layout is printed on the
component side of the board.
As already menttoned. making onc's

own printed ctrcuf t boards is time con-
suming and certamly not easy, and not

everyone will have the time and means
necessary to achieve satisfying results.
Ir a certain printed ctrcutt board is

not available ready-made, or tf no art-
work is provided, construction on pro-
totyping board should be considered.
On prototyping board, components are
soldered at the desired locations, and
then interconnected using short
lengths of enamelled copper wire,
which run at the solder side. This
method is well-proven, if only by the
fact that nearly a11ctrcutts described in
this magazrne are butlt in this way by
Elektor Electronics destgn staff before a
prtnted circuit board layout is drawn.

The circuit diagram
Construction on a prototyping board is
best illustrated with the aid of a practi-
cal example. in thts case, butlding a
simple generator.
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram

of a sfne-wave generator which pro-
duces a fairly clean l-kHz tone. The
output level is adjusted wtth preset Pj .
This tone generator is ideal if you want

to test and adjust audio circuits, but
da not have a full-blown function gen-
erator. Since our matn concerri in the
present article is the construction of a
tone generator, adescription of its op-
eration ts not gtven.
First, let us have a look at the tools

and matertals needed to build the otr-
cuit on prototyptng board.

Tools and materials
Fortunately, the tools and matertals
needed to build a ctrcutt on prototyp-
ing board are fairly common, and will
be found even in the 'poor man's' work-
shop.
The materials shown in Fig. 2 in-

clude a small piece of prototyping
board cut to size. The connccuons be-
tween the components on the board
are made in 0.2 mm dia (SWG36)
enamelled copper wire. Note that thts
diameter is given as guidance only -
connections carrying Iarge currents
should be made in thicker wire. Also
needed is a soldering iron with apower
rating of about 30 W. Obvtously. there
is nothing agatrist using a tempera-
ture-controlled soldering statton with
adjustable solder temperature (350-
400°C). The relatively high solder tern-
perature is needed, among others, to
make the enamellacquer coating at the
wire ends melt, so that the copper wire
can be tinned and soldered.
A sporige and a plastic flask con-

tatntng a little water should be kept
handy to enable the ttp of the solder
iron to be cleaned from time to time.
The flask saves you having to walk to a
tap every half hour or so to motsten the
sporige. Several types of small flask or
bottle may be used. The flask shown in
Fig. 2 used to contain contact lens
cleaning/storage liquid. and was cho-
sen because of its nozzle and solid
sealing cap.
Furthermore, you need Ilat nose pli-

ers, sold er tin (type 40/60 alloy). PCB
sold er pins and, of course, the compo-
nents that make up the ctrcurt.
A component lead preforming aid is

useful. but not indispensable. The
same gces, basically. for a circuit
board holder that can be used durtng
the testing phase also. Ftnally. before
you start soldering. make a copy of the
circult diagram on paper, and have a
colour Ielt pen handy. Enlarge the dia-
gram if it is complex.

Practical construction
Although the example ctrcutt works at
a voltage which is qutte safe to touch,
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Fig. 1. The example circuit discussed in this
article is a simple sine-wave oscillator.
Always useful as a signal source for testing
audio circuits!

it is always useful to bear in mind the
requirements for electrical safety when
dealing with htgher voltages, such as
the malns. Wherever the mains voltage
(240 V) is present on a printed ctrcutt
board. a minimum isolation distance of
6 mm should be observed between sol-
der points. On prototyping board, this
is easily achteved by removtng all cop-
per spots wtthtn a distance of 6 rnrn of,
for tnstance, the spots to which the pri-
mary tenninals of a peB-mount mains
transforrner are soldered. The spots to
be rernoved are firmly heated with the
solder tron. The heat partly melts the

glue between the spot and the board
material, and will cause the spot to
come loose (Fig. 3), so that It can be
picked up with the ttp of the tron, or
simply pushed 0[[ the board surface.
Start the construction by fitting the

part with the htghest number of termi-
nals, or the largest size. This is done to
prevent lack of space Ior this compo-
nent later. For small parts. it is much
easter to find a place If you find that
one or two have been overlooked.
Transistor TI is selected as the cen-

tral part in the sine wave osclllator.
and it is fitted first, observing the stze
of preset PI. Next. fit capacitor e3 so
that one of tts terminals is elose to the
base of Tl (see Fig. 4). Next. bend the
capacitor terminal to the transistor
base terminal. and join the two by 501-
dering (Fig. 5). Mark this connection in
the circuit diagram by running the feIt
pen over the relevant line in the draw-
ing IFig. 6). Make ahabit of marking
the interconnections in this way trnme-
diately after soldering - it may save
you a lot of trouble later.
Next, fit preset PI in the vicinity of

the emitter of TI. The connection be-
tween the emitter and the preset ia
made using a short piece of copper
wtre. Make sure the sold er iron is hot.
apply some fresh solder ttn to the tip,
and then pre-tin the end of the enarn-
elled copper Wire whtch is stilI on the
reel. Clean the solder tip by wiping tt
across the spange - this is necessary
because most of the solder resin will
have evapora ted at the high tempera-
ture. Do not cut off the wtre as yet -

Fig.2. Most of the tools necessary for working with prototyping board will be available in your
toolcase. A water flask, a component wire preforming tool and a circuit board holder are op-
tional to make construction easier.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1;R2;R3 = 39kQ
R4 = lkQ
R5 = 2kn7
Pl = 2kQ5 preset

Capacitors:
Cl;C2;C3 = 10nF
C4 = 100~F 10V

Semiconductors:
Tl ;T2 = 8C5478

Fig.3. All cop per spots within 6 mm distance
of a terminal at mains potential should be re-
moved. This is readily achieved by heating
spots with the solder iran, and then pushing
them off the board.

Fig. 4. Lack of space on a circuit board space
may be avoided by first fitting the larger com-
ponents. Since the connections are made
with wires, the constructor is free to deter-
mine the position of the parts on the board
(within limits, of course). Evidently, parts that
are interconnected are mounted as close as
possible to one another.

Fig. 5. Here, you do not need a wire. The con-
nection between capacitor C3 and the base
of transistor T1 consists of a bent terminal of
capacitor C3.
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that would leave you with a short wire
which ts difficult to handle.
Solder the wire end to the emitter or

the preset terminal. Next. run the wtre
to the other point to be connected. cut.
and pre-tin the end. Clean the solder
iron tip, apply fresh solder tin, and join
the wire 10 the solder spot (Fig. 7).
Mark the conncctton you have just
made in the circuit diagram (Fig. 8). In

co

R3
39k

T2 2x
BC 547B

C2

10n 10n

Fig.6. The 'prototyping board' method works
only if the connections made by soldering
are consistently marked in (a copy of) the cir-
cuit diagram.

P&Jii i§ &fH

Multichannel
Free view

~ No contracts

SmartCard
D2-Mac Eurocrypt

Videocrypt
IK-Tjänst

P.O. Box 460
S-901 09 Umeä, Sweden
Phone + 46 (0)90 13 84 40
Fax + 46 (0)90 138470
BBS + 46 (0)90 13 84 70

iM'? *9%

bd =

Fig. 7. Example of an interconnection made
in enamelled cop per wire at the solder side of
the board. Thanks to the isolation formed by
a thin enamel coating, wires are allowed to
cross freely without affecting the operation of
the clrcuit.

this way, all components are fitted on
to the board, and interconnected as in-
dicated by the ctrcutt diagram. The
connections wi th the 'outside world
(battery connecttons and signal out-
pu t] are best made with the aid of sol-
der terminals.
Ir there are na more components left

(inspect the floor or the carpet also!).
exarutne tho circuit diagram copy to
see if all interconnections have been
marked. Ir this is the case, you may

reasonably expect the ctrcutt to work
spot-on. A careful last check on a1l
connections and component polarities
(where appropriate) will. of course, grve
you even more certainty.
To test t.he circuit, connect the

power supply (in this case. a 9-V bat-
tery), and examine the output wave-
form on an oscilloscope. •

R3
39k

2x
BC 547B

C2 C3

Fig. 8. The second connection made on the
board is marked in the circuit diagram, by
running a colour marker pen over the rele-
vant line in the circuit diagram.

10n 10n
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READERS' CORNER
BOLTON INSTITUTE,

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
May I appcal LOany readers who are former
students of Bolton Institute ofHigher Education
or who, prior to 1982, attended Bolton College
ofEducation (Technical) or Bolton Institute
of Technology. Indeed, we shall be glad to
hear frorn anyone who during the last fifty
years or so, prior to the Institure's creation,
pursued a higher-level course in Bolton. e.g.,
at Bolton College of Art or Bolton Technical
College.
Bolton Institute is establishing an Alumni

Association (an association of f01111er students
of an educational institution) and we are try-
ing to trace anyone who has studied ar the in-
stitute, no matter when, as we want to reestab-
Iish contact with thern.
We are inviriug all formet students LO

write and let us know whar they are doing now
and to join the Bolton Institute Alumni
Association.
This year we hope the Institute will be-

corne Bolton's University, and formet stu-
dents wi II be invi ted to celebrate with us.
We ho pe also to establish International
Alumni Associations in othercountries. We
will be artanging reunions, giving inforrua-
tion of new developments and sharing news
about former students through the Alumni
Magazine, the Iirst issue of which was pub-
lished in January.
Please write to: Jan Lancaster, Alumni

Relations Officer, Bolton Institute, Deane Road,
Bolton BL3 SAB, or phone (0204) 2885'1, ex-
tension 3808, or fax L1Scn (0204) 399074.

PRODUCT NEWS
NEW EPROM EMULATOR FROM
SQUAREWAVE ELECTRONICS

Squarewave Electronics has launched the
MicroRom, a revolutionary new type of
EPROM EtnLIlator.
The MicroRom is a conventional EPROM

COMPONENT RATINGS
In resistorand capacitor values, deeimal points
and large numbers ofzeros areavoided wher-
everpossible. Srnall and large values are usu-
ally abbreviated as folIows:

P (pico-)
n (nano-)
J.I (micro-)
m (milli-)
k (kilo-)
M (mega-)
G (giga-)

= 10-12
= 10-9
= 10-6
= 10-3
= 103
= 106
= 109

Note that nano-farad (nF) is the international
way ofwriting 1000 pF or 0.00 I i1F.
Resistors are 1/3watt, 5% metal film types un-

Emulator miniaturized into a module only
II mm high that plugs directly into your
EPROM socket. Unlike conventional ernu-
lators, there is BO messy ribbon cable. Onee
programming is completeand the cornputer
connection removed, the emularor can remain
in circuitlike anormal EPROM. Becauseof
its non-volati le storage, the emulator can be
used with any computerthat has a Centtonics
printer port. No softwate is needed to run the
emulator.just send an ASCII filecontaining
systerns information (such as EPROM size,
data forrnat type, any offsets, high 01' low
reset), followed by the datafile, to the printer
port. It can download a 27512 binary file in
only 2 seconds.
Consider the MicroRom as an EPROM with

an inbuilt programmer that has an un Iirni ted
number of write cycles.
For funher information. contaet Squarewave

Electronics, Unit 25, Imperial House, 64
Willoughby Lane, London N 17 OSP; tele-
phone/fax +44 (0)81 8809889. See also ad-
vcrt on page 59.

NEW EMULATORS FROM
MICROAMPS

Dvelopers working with the 8031/51 1111-

crocontroller can get a low-cost, full func-
tion, In-Circuit Emulator front MicroAmps.
The ICE51+ features include srnall size

(I IOx6S rnm). operation L1p10 16 MHz,
64 kbytes of battery-backed memory par-
tionable in 4 kbyte blocks between program
and on-board or off-board dara, 64 k hard-
ware breakpoints in program and external da ra
memory, single step and sofrware trace to-
get her with a host of other facilities.
The BICEPS51 In-Circuit Emulator is

capable of supporting almost al 805 I deriva-
tives using a new technique thatcombines the
best features of an EPROM emulator with a
full-function ln-Circuit Emularor.
The B1CEPS51 replaces the EPROM in

the circuit on rest with 64 kbytes of ernu la-
tion RAM that can be partitioned in 4 kbyte

less otherwise specified.

The direct working voliage of'capacitors (other
than electrolytic ortantalum types) is assumed
to be ;?:60 V. As a rule of thumb, a safe value
is about 2x direct supply voltage.

Direct test voltagesare measured with a 20 kQ/\l
merer unless otherwise specified.

Mains (power line) voltages are not listed in the
articles. lt is assumed that our readers know
wh ar vollage is standard in their part of the
world.

Readers in countries that use 60 Hz supplies,
should note that our eircuits are usually designed
for SO Hz. This will not normally cause prob-
lems, although ifthe mains frequency is used

blocks. The device requires a single adapror
to emulare almost al18051 derivatives. The
package cornes with high-level debugging,
hardware break point capabil ity, cross as-
sembler and real-time trace buffer that c-an
be interrogated 'on the fly'.
For more information contact Micro AM PS

66Smithbrook Kilns, Cranleigh GU68JJ; tele-
phone +44 (0)483 268 999; Fax +44 (0)483
268397. See also advert on page 41.

SPICEAGE 3 FOR WINDOWS FROM
THOSE ENGINEERS

V3 of SpiceAge for Windows gives an order
of magnitude of speed rise for logic simula-
tion over SpiceAge 2, previously believed to
be the fastest analogue sirnulator of irs type
available. V3 benchrnarks at 9 seconds on rhe
digital tesr cornpared with 120 seccnds on V2.
Speed gains are also apparent on some ana-
logue circuits. To suppori this, a new 32-
channellogic analyser display is available,
more digital models are provided and input
signal bus structures are supported. The
Zetex SP1CE library of analogue semicon-
ductor models is shipped with V3 and ihe ana-
logue side is furtherexpanded by a brand new
opamp model especially developed (0 ex-
ploit the linear extrapolation pragrnas pro-
vided in SpiceAge's polynomial functions.
Not only is this topology mcre accurate than
many SPICE models, but is faster to analyse.
For further information, contact Those

Engineers LId, 31 Birkbeck Road, London
NW7 4BP. Telephone +44 (0)819060155;
fax +44 (0)81 9060969. See also advert on
page 58.

IMPULSE RESPONSE
MEASUREMENT AND PROCESSING
The dedicated IMP board from Falcon Acous-
ties, wh ich is similar in operatio n to the KEF
and Bowers & Wilkins impulse measure-
ment, generares an impulse which is sent to
rhe loudspeaker via an amplifier (your hi-fi

for synchronization, so me rnodification may
be required.

The iruernational lettersynibol 'U' is used for
voltage instead oftheambiguous 'V'. The let-
ter V is reserved for 'volts' .

The size of a metric bolt or screw is defined
by the letter M followed by a nurnber corre-
sponding to theoverall diameter of the thread
in mm, the x sign and the length ofthe bolt or
screw, also in mm. For instance, an M4x6 bolt
has a thread diarnetcr of 4 111m and a length of
6 mrn. TheoveralJ diameterofthe thread in the
BA sizes is: 0 BA=6.12mm; 2 BA =4.78 nun;
4 BA = 3.68 mm; 6 BA = 2.85 mm; 8 BA =
2.25 111m.
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amplifier?). Theoutput pulse is picked up by
a microphone and fed back into thc IMP
where it is digitized and then fed into an
IBM (compatible) computer via the printer
port. The IMP software then analyses the
input via Fourier transforms and outputs the
results on to the cornputer sereen in graph-
ieal form in the shapeof arnplitude and phase
response curves. Full control is via the Pe.
The amplifier output can be sampled via a
probe to correct for errors in the pu Ise spec-
trum and amplificr response.
IM P allows the collection and analysis

of 12·bilanalogue data up 104,095 sampIes
in length and sam pIe rates are selectable at
eilher61.44I kHz or 1.92 kHz wh ich, along
with the internal filtering, allows rneasure-
ments from several hertz to 20 kHz.
Further information from Falcon Acoustics

Ud, TaborHouse, Norwich Road, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT, England. Telephone
+44 (0)508 78272; fax +44 (0)508 70986.

CORRECTIONS
DIGITAL DIAL (January 1994)

An attentive reader has drawn our auennon
10 the fact that the digital dial can not be
used in conjunction with the receiver illus-
trated (a Yaesu TypeFRG· 7) since the IF of
ihat receiver is much too high for the dia!.
Sorry for that oversight! [Editor]

VHF/UHF TUNER (Oct/Nov 1993)
The tuner module used in this design is no
Ion ger in produciion with Philips and its
availability will thus become a problem.
Fortunately, the Type UV916H is an excel-
lent alternative. The snag is, however, that
this unit is slightly smaller than the UV8 16,

so that the antenna connectorno longer pro-
trudes from the enclosure. This ean be over-
come by terrninating the aruenna eable into
a coaxial plug and making the entrance hole
slightly larger. Moreover, one of the two
earth tags of the UV9 I6H must be eonnected
at a different position.

LETTERS
SCART SWITCHING BOX

(December 1993)
I have a few problems with this project,
which I believe have to do with the conncc-
tions. Pin 1 of one connector is linked 10
pin 2 of the other. The same is true ofpins 3
and 19, which are linked to pins ö and Zü re-
spectively. All other pins are interlinked as
one would expcct, i.e., pin 5 to pin 5, pin 10
to pin 10, and so on.
L. Bastiaenssen

1naSCARTcable. the wiresfor the video and
audio connections are always crossed. That
is why the video outpui (pin 19) at one end
of the cable is linked to the video input
(pin 20) at the other end. This arrangement
ensures that the input of one piece of equip-
ment is always connected properly to the
output of another. There is, therefore, noth-
ing wrong witn your cable.
Note that two pie ces of equipment must

ne ver be connected simultaneousty to K3
and K5/K6. Use SCART connector K3 or the
phono plugs K5/K6, but not both at the same
time! [Editor]

PRECISION CLOCK FOR PCs
(November 1993)

1haveencounteredaproblem with the.Precision
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clock for PCs. I have an IBM (compatible)
PC486 and have, as stated in the article,
eomplemented the CONFIG.SYS file with
the following (last) line:
DEVICE C:\MSDOS\DCFCLOCK.SYS.
I should be pleased ifyou would tell me:

1. Whereto should the files of the software
provided (DCFCLOCK.ASM, DCF·
CLOCK.DOC and DCFCLOCK.SYS be
copied? To the root, the MSDOS or a sepa-
rate directory?
2. Onee the files have becn loaded, how is
the program ealled up to initialize thedriver
and to fill thc options P, I, S, Band D?
(M. Meersschaut)

Thefile DCFCLOC.ASM is the assembler list-
ing of the program. which you no longer
need (it is of interest only to dyed-in-the-
wool programmers). The file DCF·
CLOCK.DOC contains the instructions for
the program, which you can readwith aword
processing program. lt is not necessary 10
store this file on a hard diksk.
The only program that you need to copy

to the hard disk is DCFCLOCK.SYS. Place
thisfile in the directory containing the DOS
commandste.g., C:\DOS). Add a line that in·
dicates where the computer can find that
program to CONFIG.SYS (in C:I), e.g. DE·
V/CE; C:\DOSIDCFCLOCK.SYS. Other suf·
fixes may be addedfor changing certain set-
tings (see DOCfile), but even without these
the system should work correctly.
Note, however, that the receiver circuit must

be connected to the COM port 2 and that the
computer must be restarted ofter the software
has been instal/ed. The program will then au·
tomaticalty set the correct time in the inter-
nal clock of the PC every minute.

[Editor]
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